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An accident In the early morning hours of March 5 In front of Terrace city hall moved the 
Cenotaph backward more than a meter (the cleared area Iswhere It used to stand). Gabrlel 
Mann, a 19-year-old Telegraph Creek resident, falled to make the turn at the end of Lakelse 
Ave. and struck the stone monument at hlgh speed In hls 1981 Datsun. Mann was flown to 
hospltal In Vancouver, where he Is In satlsfactory condltlon. 
Newhawk mine explosion 
no accident, police say 
The explosion at the Sulphur- 
eta gold mine north of Stewart 
Feb. 2 that killed two minem and 
sedously injured three others is 
being investigated as a possible 
homicide by the Prince Rupert 
subdivision of the RCMP. 
Sgt. Wayne Watson, head of 
General investigation Services 
for the subdivision, said in an 
interview Monday, "We can't 
• come up with an accidental 
cause, there's no evidence to 
rapport that." 
the underground, shafts and 
killed mine foreman Claude 
Weber of Richmond and Cam- 
d in  Mines Development super- 
visor Otto Sawatsky of Win- 
, ' s  
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Cialedoni 
of .exam rae wary suits 
CHARLES BAVERSTOCK: 
It's like a kick in the side. 
exceeded that 80 percent mark 
over the last four years, the 
board's decision could be 
deemed fair. The board could be 
led to believe that the January, 
1989 results were no different 
than "would be ordinarily ex- 
pected". 
According to Sturn, however, 
this is an erroneous conclusion. 
He says that of the 329 exams 
graded by the government in 
January, 1988, 35 were given 
marks of 90 percent or better. 
That's 11 percent of the students 
continued on page 22 
Follo~ng the writing of gov- 
ernment exams in January, the 
Ministry of Education Board of  
Examiners reviewed the results 
of three B.C. school districts 
where students had missed 
school time due to labor dis- 
putes. They spent a whole morn- 
ing on the Caledonia Senior 
Secondary School results, how- 
ever, and, "found no evidence 
that  the January results were 
any different than would be 
expected." 
But Caledonia principal Bill 
Sturn disagrees with this assess- 
ment and has to date had school 
staff spend more than 20 hours 
tabulating past results in order 
to establish the evidence on 
which an appeal can be based. 
"I am pleased that the school 
was above the provincial aver- 
age," says Sturn. "However, I 
do not agree with the Board of 
Examiners' tatement.., particu- 
• lady'on thetop'end.." 
This difference in opinion is 
based on how past performance 
statistics were used• by the Board 
of Examiners. Sturn acknowl- 
edges the fact that the average 
Caledonia mark was above the 
provincial average. And based 
on the school average, which 
places the January, 1989, stu- 
dent results at 12.8 percent 
above an 80 percent grade mark 
and comparing that to 11.6 per- 
cent, which is the average, by 
which Caledonia students have 
Highway tragedy 
takes three lives 
Sarah Bevan, a well-known and highly respected member of the 
Terrace community, her 16-year-old aughter Kelsey Cootes, and 
45-year-old Norman Gill of Terrace, all died in a traffic accident 
near Vanderhoof over the weekend. 
The Vanderhoof detachment of the RCMP reports that the three 
were killed as the result of a two-vehicle collision 26 kilometers-west 
of Vanderhoof n Highway 16. The occupants of the other vehj'cle, 
a pickup trick, sustained injuries and remain in hospital. 
The accident occurred March 4 at about 2:20 p.m. as the vehicle 
carrying Bevan, Cootes and Gill was eastbound and collided head- 
on with the truck. Police say road conditions and visibility were 
good at the time. 
The cause of the accident isunder investigation, but RCMP have 
ruled out alcohol as a contributing factor. 
kilograms of explosives in one of quest. On Monday Watson' was 
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HERITAGE HELP: The city 
is considering funding for 
a full time paid director to 
run Heritage Park during 
the portion of the year 
that reallycounts.., page 3. 
CITY OF CHOICE: New. 
hawk Gold says they're 
golng to use Terrace as 
the maln supply base and 
staglng area for thelr 
Sulphurots mlnlng proJeot 
north of Stewart... page 13, 
waiting to hear from Stewart 
coroner Russell Fad, but he ex. 
pacts the Inquest o be handled 
by a realonai coroner, posslbl~, 
in Terrace. 
nipeg. M ike  Anderson, a Over the past month police 
20-year-old Terrace resident, have Interviewed ozens of peg. 
was also underground when the pie who were in the .vicinity of 
explosion occurred and Is cur-, the mine at the time of the explo. 
rently recovering athene from sign, and some of thog 
multiple bona fractures, witnesses have been |lyon 
Watson said the RCMP me polyMxph tests. 
now regarding the incident as * The $ulphurets mine is oper. 
The blast resulted from ~ One of "suspicious death" and ated by Newhawk gold, s divi. 
detonation of more the  . have called for a coroner's is. sign of Nortlmir Mine~ /, > 
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Regional. d!s!ric t . . . . .  
.,studies tratl iide.la 
TOllowing a proposal bY-Ki~ ~ber  i~ds~d, ~i"free 
mat+Stikine Regional DisttiCf":e~t~rPrise!'i::.:ar~m6n~;:.;;vasn+t" 
H~elton director Alice Malt- 
land; :regional district adminis: 
tration will be• looking at a 
recreational hiking trail develop- 
ment for the region.Although 
this--falls short of her original 
proposal for the development 
of a comprehensive network of 
wilderness hiking trails through- 
out the regional district, it~ 
doesn't rule out the possibility 
4hat a more ambitious project 
could happen sometime in the 
future. 
According to Maitland, her 
proposal .would have a ,'signifi- 
cant positive impact on the 
northwest tourism industry, and 
student summer employment, 
with Up to 20 trails near Terrace, 
Telegraph Creek, Kitimat and 
Hazelton. 
"Visitors could ,log in' at 
kiosks, and then move via 
looped routes through our 
world,class valley and alpine 
wilderness," explains Maitland. 
"These visitors would require a 
Wide range of equipment, hotel, 
guide and restaurant services in 
communities adjacent o trail- 
heads." 
Not everyone agreed, how- 
ever. Director Andy Burton sug- 
gested that Maitland's idea may 
infringe on free enterprise 
operationssuch as the Seven 
Sisters •development. Pete 
Weeber also opposed the pro- 
ject, saying it isn't necessary. 
According to Weeber, a number 
o f  "excellent" and "under- 
ntillzed" trails already exist in 
the area. He suggested that the 
existing trails probably don't at- 
tract hikers due to a lack of 
publicity and all that's required 
to correct he situation is infor- 
mation at tourist outlets. 
Maitland disagreed with 
vaiid because the ~seven Sisters 
• proP0:sal is~directe d at a differ- 
ent class of peop|e. She argued 
that 'something-inexpemive s 
needed:for the average tourist 
wanting a wilderness experience. 
Agreement came from Kiti- 
mat director Dr. Chee Ling, 
who said therewould be a health 
benefit o users, and Nass Valley 
director Harry Nyce, who said 
there are a number of old Native 
trails that could be developed 
through a.regional plan. He said 
he envisioned Maitlandrs pro-. 
posed not as an entrepreneurial 
enterprise but as a youth- 
oriented project, and said, 
"This initiative opens a lot for 
all of us." 
The regional district study will 
include an inventory of candi- 
date trails, grade prof'des, im- 
provement plans, kiosk designs, 
an initial market survey and 
budget projections. No date was 
given for completion of the 
study: 
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New to the Hef ltage Perk collection is this 1927 Adams model 14 pull-type grader. The-  
grader - -  presently sitting at Shames awaiting the spr ingthaw prior to delivery - -  and a 
"Le Tourneau" pull ripper were donated to the Terrace Regional Museum Society bythe 
B.C. Provincial Museum. They wi l l -be delivered to Heritage Park • this spring by the 
Ministry of Highways andf North Coast Road Maintenance. 
going to happen overnighG but 
sometime in •the future there 
should be some tennis courts at 
Skeenaview:.: Park. at North 
. : . . , 
SParks and Eby. 
Following, a Suggestion that 
• several new courts areneeded in
• the city, the Recreation Corn- 
City rejects 
The City of Terrace won't be 
paying Graham Ave. resident, 
Tony Macedo, $975 in damages 
he claims were caused by the 
city's sewer system backing up 
into his .basement. According to 
Macedo, this is the amount of 
his insurance deductahle and 
carpet cleaning expenses for 
-sewer back-ups in 1986, 1987 
and 1989. 
City council says their deci- 
sion was made with "regret" 
but the city has ,always main- 
damage claim 
Weather report - -  Feb. 27 • March 5, 1989 
Date m HI Low Pre¢. 
Feb. 27 3 - 3 trace of mixed rain and snow 
Feb. 28 - 3 - 9 nlr 
Mar. 1 - -  5 -14 nil 
Mar. 2 - 2 -12 nil 
Mar. 3 0 - 6 12.8 cm snow 
Mar. 4 4 - 3 7.6 cm snow 
Mar. 5 4 - 1 4.8 om snow 
• . ; : . :  , . .  
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Tennis expansion piarls L I r derway 
Anyone for tennis? It's not  mittee of municip~-c-ouncil met citylimits. According to areport 
with Terrace Tennis Club's submitted bythe club, between 
Richard Kriegl to formulate:a ,300 and • 500 residents are in- 
plan. And the city hasadopted a volved in the sport and there 
recommendation from- that should. "be courts : 'within all 
meeting, that the Terrace Tenizis neighborho0ds'i preferably 
Cltib,and Kinsmen C!ub.wori( cl0se to schools and lbuilt in 
, .together wit h Parks and.Re(:rea- • groups of threeorf0ur toreduce 
tion to' develop four new tennis • ~capital nd maintenance 6sts{ 
courts at Skeenaview Park. I ~Superintendent of Parks: and* 
, This is'short of the tennis Recreation Steve Scott, saysthat 
club's original proposal, which ,he-land the two clubs involved 
called for the city to create a list will be getting together this week 
of suitable areas for the con- and preliminary, plans will be 
struction of new courts within formul'ated. 
tained a policy of not assuming 
liability in damage claims related 
to city services. The city has 
agreed, though, to continue to 
address the south • Terrace 
sewage problem and keep 
Macedo informed of the overall 
plan to improve the system. 
Upgrading the system in the 
Graham and South Kalum area 
is currently on the Public Works 
1989 budget priority list. 
Public Works' director of op- 
erations John Colongard has 
explained in the past that illegal 
storm drain connections may be. 
a part of. the problem.,,But he  
says that rain water entering the. 
system through city-owned in- ,. 
stallations such as manh01ecov-;. 
ers are also aproblem that needs 
to be corrected. 
1 
Forecast: Mainly cloudy with snow flurries with after- 
noon highs of -2  and overnight lows of -4 ,  bpcomlng 
cooler and dryer during the latter part of the peek. 
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CATCH THE ACTION 
Vis i t  #he Nor#hern Mo#or Inn, for 
n ight ly  enter ta inment .  Come to 
~ where  the  ACT ION ,Is. 
, ~i .:. ~. 3016 Hwy. 16 East .• : .  :~.i .. 
" , ' :  • ~ "~": ,635-6375 
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getting married... 
This basket.holds " 
information and 
gifts especially 
helpful for you. 
Call your  
Welcome Wagon 
hostess t0day. 
,ik18.1204 
Phone . . . .  ~ . . . .  ., 
Terrace Interiors Ltd.  
Ext6rior and interior paints 
Armstrong flooring • Harding carpets 
' Sunworthy wallpaper 
"AII the supplies YOU :need'" 
4610: Lazeile Ave.. 
635'6600 
. : . ,  , : .  
'-.Y .ACROSS , 
;*" I Pose:  '!,:" " )  
4 Pronoun" ' 
8 Concern' .,~ 
12 Eng. beet, 
13 Boo'shores. ..,L 
14 Love. Sp. 
15 Thoughtfulness 
18 Unique person 
19 Green 
20 Da,gle 
23 Neither 
24 Motor noise, pl. 
25 Lair 
26 Doze 
29 Insects 
30 Uncooked 
31 Presented 
32 New 
33 Speak 
34 Sun disk, 
35 Drunk 
36 Darts 
38 Caterpillar hair 
40 Strikebreaker- 
4t Between nallons 
46 Eal 
47 Russ. city 
48 Poem 
" " T i l ls  wEEKs 
PLIZZI.E ANSWER• 
7~ao ~N 10 
49 Gem 
50 Soft mass, pl. 
51 Small child 
DOWN 
1 Pouch 
2 Worldwide Worker's 
Group. Inlt, ,- 
3 Decade 
-. :,, 40b lec ts  
5 Skin 
6 State 
? Three 
8 Provide #god 
9 Turktsh chief tan 
10 Source " 
I1 Sea eagle 
16 Tunes 
17 Stratford-on:___ 
20 Brlclge 
21 Drink " 
22 In 
23 Recent 
25 24 hours 
26 Western alliance 
27 Declare 
28 Enclosures 
30 Rodent 
31 Greta 
33 Fly 
35 Building metal 
,36 Prelended 
37 •Train tracks 
38 Cut 
39 Volcano 
40 Frances Bumett 
heroine 
41 Marriage vow, 2 wds, 
42 Present 
43 Negative 
44 Commotion 
45 Permtl 
|mmm 
mmmm 
mum, 
mmm | 
m roam mimm 
IBm 
mm, a 
m am| 
m=|| I ml 
ammn 
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Park ay 
ge p id . : i ~ i  ' 
,  dlrect or : i 
+ +for 19+89 +., 
TERRACE City council has~ 
included +an undetermined 
,amount in the first draft:0fthe 
1989 budget priority • list for 
wages for a ~ Park Director at 
Heritage Park. They have also 
asked the Superintendent • of 
Parks and Recreation to  in- 
Vestigate the possibility of pro- 
vincial cost-sharing grants and 
the possibility ` of cost sharing 
with the Regional District of 
Kitimat-Stikine: ~ 
The suggestion for a paid 
Park Director comes from Ter- 
race Regional MuSeum Society 
.president' Mamie Kerby,. who 
says.the pomUon :S long overdue .. 
but ,adds, contrary to  one re- 
port, if the city decides not to : 
• fund the position it won't: mean 
the closure of Heritage Park. 
She says that what it would 
, mean, however, is that the park 
.,Would continueto run with the 
. same. volunteers it.has for the 
past five years but they Would be 
-. unable to open seven days a 
week for six months of the year 
as council and the Chamber of 
Commerce would like. J 
Terrace R~lew- -  Wednesday, March 8, 1989 ~ 
• i t  was hardly a major challenge, but the Terrace Fire Department ook it on anyway. A small brush fire erupted on 
a yacant'lot in the 4500 block Greig •Ave. late Friday afternoon, call ing for the cooling attention of a pumper truck 
and a few of Terrace's finest. 
Conflict of 
interest 
guidelines 
considered 
"To.  continue :our operation 
of Heritage Park in its present 
role, we require more cornmuni -  ~ ~ 
for c i ty  r 
ty support," says Kerby. "It's 
gotten to the point where I don't 
have any backup." 
Kerby says that use of the 
park has been increasing every 
year and it's time they getaway 
from using volunteer help and 
into something more stable -- 
like a paid director. She explains 
that what is needed is a full time 
director for six months of the 
year and a part time director for 
the balance of the year. 
"This would allow us to cater 
to the tourist season in the 
summer months, and in the off- 
season our main target would be 
the schools," she explains, add- 
ing that this is the only way they 
will ever get provincial funding. 
The province only funds mu- 
seums that are open year round 
according to Kerby. 
She adds that other services 
required at the park are a food 
outlet and improved washroom 
facilities. Kerby says she is con- 
fident he city will "work some- 
thing out". 
" I  have a lot of faith 
in them," she says. "They have 
been very helpful in the past... 
They help us in every way they 
TRANSPORTATION 
HEARINGS 
¢ 
A prominent group of citizens has 
been named by the Minister of State 
for the Region to sit on a Regional 
Transportation Planning Committee. 
The Committee's task is to develop 
and recommend to the provincial 
government a comprehensive 
strategy and long-term 
transportation plan for the region. 
Community input is sought through 
written submissions and public 
hearings• Individuals, groups and 
businesses are invited to write or 
make oral submissions directly to 
e Committee outhnmg ideas, 
concerns and recommendations on  
the regional ffansportation •issues. 
Written submissions can be presented 
at the public meetings or they can be 
mailed to the Regional Transportation 
Committee, c/o Mr. Elmer Derrick, 
Regional Development Liaison 
Officer, 4506 Lakelse Avenue, 
• Terrace, B.C. V8G 1P5. 
For more information contact 
Committee Chairman Mayor Darlene 
Cornell at 636-2656, or Regional 
Development Liaison Officer Elmer 
Derrick at 638-3200. 
PUBLIC HEARING SCHEDULE 
NORTH COAST 
1:00 pro- 4:00 pm 
1:00 pm- 4:00 pm 
7:00 pro. 10:00 pm 
10:00 am. 1:00 pnl 
~. .+.  
March 16th, 1989 ...... 
Port Clemem 
Municipal Fire Hall Meeting Room 1:00 pro- 4:00 pm 
Skldnm 
Ferry-Queen of the North 7:00 pm- 10:00 pm 
March 21st, 1989 
Kltimat 
Tamilik Activity Room 7:00 pro- 10:00 pm 
March 22nd, 1989 
Hnelton 
Secondary School Band Room 7:00 pro. 10:00 pm 
-i 
March 13th, 1989 
Stewart 
Municipal C0undl Chambers 
March 14th, 1989 
Aiyansh 
New Aiyansh Community Hall 
Terrace 
Municipal Coundl Chambers 
March 15th, 1989 
Pdnce Rupert 
Municipal Council Chambers 
Province of British Columbia Hen. DaveParker, MLA 
Hen. Terry Huberts 
Minister of State for North Coast : " : 
• .~, .... ' Deadline for submissions Is April 15, 1~, .  ,:'~,;:-. -::~~"-~:: j~.,~.,. . . .  -~,~:~. 
+ . 
Terrace city administration is 
talking to the Union of B.C 
Municipalities, other communi- 
ties and city lawyers in an at- 
tempt to determine if the city 
should have conflict of interest 
guidelines in plade. 
Council hopes that through 
the investigation: it can be deter- 
mined what, if any, guidelines 
are being used in other commu- 
nities and if they relate to coun- 
cil and city employees. 
The most recent situation 
which caused council to ques- 
tion just what a conflict of 
interest might be, arose during 
their discussion of the Okana- 
ran Skeena shopping center pro- 
posed. Mderman Ruth Halleck, 
chairman of  the Planning and 
Public Works Committee, asked 
council to refer all matters per. 
taining to Okanagan Skeena to 
the Committee of the Whole 
rather than the Public Works 
Committee because she is a 
CFTK employee and has a few 
shares in the company. 
She said at the time that she 
wasn't sure, but this could be 
considered a conflict of interest. 
Okanagan Skeena is the parent 
company of CFTK. 
Northern Women's Conference 
In Prln©e George Aprll 28, 29and 30, 1989 
You don't have to belong to any organlzatlon to take 
part In thls conference. Reglstratlon deadllne Is March 
81, 1989. Travel subsidy Is avallable. For further Infer. 
matlon, contact Angela at 635-5445 or Carol at 
635-2695, or write: 
Conference '89 
8903 Simpson Crescent, 
Terraoe, B.C. VOG 3M1 
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:+It wa+ obvious from. thebeginning that there would 
be:a certain amount of pain in'every segment of the -, 
community when local scho01sWere shutdown by a 
labor dispute, but everyone knew it was the students 
who were really going to take the pumshment. . :+~ 
Now, wtth:pubhc education more or lessback to. -+:  
what passes for+ normal;+ the Ministry of Education• ex- 
aminers have Crunched ,some .numbers and arecla im- + 
ing that the  results of the • provincial examinations 
written by.Caledonia school Grade 12 students in ,  
mediately after the strike are within the historic 
average for the  school and above the provincial 
average. The conclusion is that they did just fine 
• Without preparation assistance from teachers and re- 
quire no adjustment to their marks, but the students  
..themselves andthe  administrators and teachers who ~ 
know them seem certain that it simply isn't • so. 
• The critical•weight of provincial examinations in ' * 
determining, a student 's  final marks - -  and  academic 
future - -  is difficult to overrate. It's literally half-the 
battle in Grade 12. The disappointment and feeling of  " 
despair on the part o f  Caledonia students interviewed 
for the story in this issue of the Terrace Review should 
move this community into action. The Ministry isn't 
entirely to blame.for.their conclusions, based as they 
are on an incomplete ,understanding of what., those, ex- 
ams results could have been if the students ',had been 
adequately prepared. 
The teachers.and the district came out of  this strike 
with a contract hat is mutually'satisfactory, and 
although property owners can expect another tax hike 
(although we won't  know that until the board passes 
its budget bylaw April 30) they can at least hope for 
continuing impr0vement.,in the quality of  education. 
What the senior students got was an unfair burden 
and an unworkable set of  alternatives. A blown 
scholarship for some of,them is going to make a 
critical difference in their lives and their futures. 
With the board and teachers having settled their 
score for thet ime being, it's time for them togo  to 
wall onbeha l f  of  the people wh0 really count in this 
system and force the ministry to reconsider its find- 
ings. 
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One year subeedpUens: 
In Canada S24.00 
Out of Canada $50.00  
Seniors In Terrace and District 1t2.00 
Senlom out Of Terrace and District $15.00 
I I  
'~ : i i~tera  to the editor will be considered for publication only when signed. 
• Please Include your telephone number. 
The editor reserves the right to condense and edit letters. Opinions 
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Perspectives, 
by Bob Ja©kman 
Surprise -- snow 
No surprise-- snow in Bob 
Probert's ~,~, Broadben~'•re - 
signs, and I get a visit from 
Revenue Canada. Quite a 
weekt 
When Ben Johnson's Olym- 
picmedal was taken away, 
polls showed that about 78 per- 
cent of Canadians belieVed him 
:when he said he didn't ake 
steroids, As one of the 22 per- 
cent, I'm notSU~rised by 
• , ~ + t 
Charlie Francis' revelations.' " 
Rather than taking the fall 
alone, coach Francis is spilling 
his guts - -  and it's about ime 
for the good of Canadian 
sport. When the people who 
condone this kind of thing get 
hung out to dry (like they'd 
planned to do with Francis), 
maybe there's ome hope yet. 
Next up... MK Bay Marina. 
When Terrace and Kitimat Re- 
gional District reps met a coup- 
le of years ago, the Marina was 
on a two-line hit list, the other 
line occupied by Kitsumkalum 
Ski Hill. Kitsumkaium is now 
history, but the bottomless pit 
of MK Bay continues to suck 
up political energy and public 
money. 
Skiing, while certainly not a 
poor man's port, does attract 
many, many families and pro- 
rides a strong economic im- 
petus to the community. The 
marina, on the other hand, 
caters to only a very few in- 
dividuals. The maximum 
number of boats expected is
200, and to make the project 
even remotdy accessible finan- 
cially that figure will likely be 
downscaled to 150. The Feds 
have already pumped a million 
dollars into the marina, and 
conservative estimates now 
place the budget at $2 million. 
THAT IS $10,000 PER BOAT, 
in Victoria; - "I have a real problem with public fun --ng 
for anyt g that caters to such a ludicrously 
small number of people." 
before annual operating costs, 
minimum. I have a real prob- 
lem with public funding for 
anything that caters to such a 
ludicrously small number of 
people. 
Economic development is 
getting abig share of the news 
these days. The 16-37 Com- 
mmdty Futures Committeehas 
released its'plan for a Business 
Development Centre and hired 
Deborah Sargent, a former 
clerk with the WCB here before 
moving to Gold River a few 
months ago, to get the project 
up and running. Visibility and- 
credibility will be important 
aspects of the BDC -- the in- 
cubator approach to helping 
new businesses find their wings 
coupled With funding assistance 
and managerial expertise 
should make the BDC a 
welcome addition to the region. 
One of the most effective 
proponent s of economic devel- 
opment in this area has to be 
Dr. Val George, who took an 
active leadership role as presi- 
dent of Northwest Community 
College in tailoring education 
to meet he needs of local in- 
dustry and business. As well, 
he's presently serving as Chair- 
man of the City's Tourism and 
Economic Advisory Committee 
(TEAC): I can't pretend to 
know the politics involved in 
the brain drain from I~VCC, 
but I do know it would be a 
shame if a quality gentleman of 
Dr. George's stature were to 
leave the community. 
Finally, City Hall is short- 
listing their candidates for an 
Economic Development Of- 
ricer. Council has taken a f'~m 
hands-on approach lately (at 
last, a performance appraisal 
systemD and in this particular 
hiring would be wise to con- 
tinue that approach. It's been 
said that first-rate people hire 
first-rate people, and second- 
rate people hire third-rate pea- 
pie; You can hire people less 
competent than you so they 
never become a threat, or you 
can hire stars who make you 
look good by covering your 
weak areas. I've worked in 
both environments, and you 
can guess which one I prefer. 
Council has invested in- 
numerable hours and spent a 
pretty good chunk of money 
• trying to get a grip on 
economic development. I 's a 
nebulous area at times - -  "" 
sometimes it's hard to establish 
exactly who or what provided 
the final impetus to a project, 
or who or what killed a 
perfectly good idea. If Council 
can rind a first-rate candidate, 
set some realistic short and 
long term objectives and ensure 
consistent follow-up, the City 
can only benefit. 
Cat story lovers like Jean 
McLeod will appreciate his 
one. Have you lost a chicken? 
Oscar the Cat thought he was 
in heaven the other day when 
he dragged home the largest 
sparrow he'd ever seen. NO 
permanent damage, but now 
the little clucker is hanging out 
on the back porch, eating cat- 
food and budgie seed, I've 
named it Din-Din, so if you 
want it back, call before 5:00 
pm, . ........ 
: : ,  i i 
:i What projects could be 
: Terrace more attractive? Ll" ~"" :"" ~ : 
Rob Holmberg, 
I like Terrace just the 
way it is. 
" i  
Julle Powers 
Garbage c leanup 
definitely! Perhaps some 
flower baskets, 
Ben Lsdouceur 
Add more to the main 
street - -  something like 
Smithers did. 
Lynn Lslone 
Clean up the streets 
more; plant some flowers. 
The people who do "com. 
munity hours" could do  
this. 
Gordon Shsben 
They could encourage 
businesses and land. 
owners to fix up some of 
the older buildings. To 
restore some of the  
Ginger Tremblsy 
More places for youth 
to go. Youth programs to 
• get them off the streets; 
something• for the kids 
that doesn't cost an arm 
. . . . .  '~' , ~ original f lavorofthe area. and a leg. 
• .... . . . .  When something ets old, : : • 
• . . . . . .  ~- ...... ~ ~ It doesn't mean it is no ~ : 
longer useful 
i '~'  I I I  I 
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My friend and I have a lan- 
guage problem. Although we've 
both immigrated here from 
other countries, we both speak 
English. She's from England 
and I'm from the United 
• States. But her English is not 
my English. 
She says "to-mah-to" and I 
say "to-may-to", I say "Band- 
Aid" and she says ',plaster". 
She says "jumper" and I say 
"sweater". We have a lot of 
fun with our respective 
languages. But sometimes she 
doesn't make sense. 
The other day, I was cutting 
into an orange, when she asked 
about he "pips". Now the on- 
ly pips that I know, follow 
Gladys Knight, the singer. All, 
seeds! ?rod when she mention- 
ed putting "mince" in her 
spaghetti sauce that night, I
was disgusted at the thought of 
chopped currants in a to-may- 
to sauce. I gave her a lot of 
strange looks before she trans- 
lated "mince" into "ground 
beef". 
It's funny how words can 
change the vision in your mind. 
My friend's "swimming 
costume" sounds like it covers 
her entire body, when com- 
pared to my skimpy "swim- 
suit". Her "knickers" remind 
me of knee-length cotton 
undergarments, a  opposed to 
my "panties". And her 
"mince" just sounds 
disgusting. (There might be 
"pips" in it.) 
Some of my American-isms 
irritate her, like the word 
The wayl 1 
I see it.',i i 
by Stephsnle Wlebe [ 
: "locket", as in "'locket hat 
book',. Her British-isms amuse 
me, fike "bloody" being a bad 
word instead of meaning 
"covered in blood", I try to 
avoid using "gonna", as in 
"I 'm gonna call you later", 
but her "I' l l ring you up later" 
isn't really correct either. It 
sounds like she's going to hang 
me.  
We can both make fun of 
Canadian speech. You Cans, 
dians are almost as lazy in your 
speech abits as we Americans, 
with a bit of that silly British 
slang thrown in. And why did 
you put a "u" in "color"? I 
wish you'd all learn to spell 
correctly, eh? I also think that 
"butt" is more descriptive than 
"bum", but I'm learning to 
overlook that one. 
Americans say that their chil. 
dren are in the "first grade", 
Canadians say "grade one" 
and the British say "fust 
level". Who's right? And what 
about "schedule"? Pronounc- 
ing it "shed-yule", instead of 
"sked-yule" has kept a lot of 
Americans on their own side of 
the border. Perhaps that's the 
plan. 
To make it all worse, didja 
know there's .''watchdogs,, out 
there, monitoring our use of 
the English language? People 
who publicly complain and cor- 
rect our grammar and syntax? 
• Them people aughts be told to 
shaddup. It's hard enough talk- 
ing with my foreign friends, 
without heir bloody • 
nit-pickin'. Eh? 
/ 
Frank Donahue 
The Hutual Group 
Facing Tomorrow 
Together 
The Mutual  Group since 1868 
skcena Mall, Terrace 
Accessible & Attractive office 
STAFF: Maureen Buck: reception; 
Pare Biffle: sales assistant; 
Frank Donahue: franchisee 
Courteous, Caring, & Competent 
SERVICE: Gray/Blue collar Financial Planning' 
reasonable programs: attainable 
goals. Solid Performance 
WE OFFER: 
Trust Deposits (4 companies) 
Mutual Funds (7 investments) 
Deferred Annuities (float to 15 years) 
R.R.S.P. (RETIREMENT Canadian top 10) 
R.E.S.P. (EDUCATION Canadian #1) 
R.R.I.F. (PENSION shop 50 co's) 
Life Insurance: term & universal ife plans 
Disability Insurance: customized to your needs 
Group Benefits: 7 companies represented 
We Do It Better 
Call 635.2387 or drop by our office 
Monday to Saturday 9:30 to 6:00: Friday til 9:00 
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Northwest youth ambaslsad01r = . . . .  r i 
recalls visit to Soviet Union  
"~en we were leaving, I had over in Helsinki, Finland, gave worst, just a part of Something 
to say goodbye to hundreds of. her. a foretaste of.what she was larger. Set politics aside .and 
people. And looking out of the about to experience. " It  was everybody's just the same: "The 
bus, it was such a sad realization beautiful," she. says. " I  didn't others looked at the guys the 
that we were probably saying want to leave." same , thoughtthe same, wanted 
goodbye forever." This is one And this was how she found to do the same things, had the 
of the most Vivid memories for •Moscow as well. Hot what same aspirat ions,  hopes, 
Kart~at's "youth ambassador",, anyone would expect - -  no dreams... If you forget about  
and it occurred as she was lear' skyscrapers and bright neon the politics -- there's no dif: 
ing the International Pioneer lights -- but an ancient and ference at all ." 
Camp, Artek, held in the Soviet beautiful city where "people, at In facL other than political 
Union last summer, first guarded, soon became differences, he sees no reason 
-Lawrence was one of 19 Kiti- fri.endly and open. "Stores were at all why world peace can't be 
mat youths between the ages of sort of behind the scenes. If you achieved. ',I stayed in a room 
12 and 16 who entered an essay wanted something you had to with 11 Soviets. One spoke a 
contest last year, and one of five look for it," says Lawrence; "It little Engiish but the rest used 
to reach the "semi-finals". wasn't at all what I expected it to actions and we became the best 
Once chosen, she Said she was be." of friends.: Those are people I'll 
both excited and nervous --  she After six days in Moscow, never forget," she says. "And if 
was going to visit the Soviet Lawrence was bused with other I can go over there and become 
Union, in her words, ',An un- youths to the southern Soviet best friends ~-- then why can't 
discovered land." Union, where they joined 4,500 the Soviets and the western 
She came to Terrace as a guest youths in an international world? I can't see any dif- 
of the Northwest Development "melting pot". And the setting ferences --  I can't see what can 
Education Association recently was ideal, she says: 11 separate get in the way if we both work at 
to describe that feeling and how camps, each representing mem- it." 
she matured as she experienced bars of several different cul- Lawrence realizes : that her 
international friendliness in a tures, facing four and a half view of theworld may seema 
camp With over 4,500 youths kilometers of sandy beach where little naive to others.. "All this 
• from around the world, they could mix as one. may only be my opinion,'~ she Joan Lawrence (left) shows obvious pride in her dau0hter 
When she embarked on her And as a result of this mix, explains, "and I find that Re0an's achievements as Kitimat's youth ambassador to  
journey, she explains, she didn't Lawrence looks at the world a thought a little scarey." But it the 1988 International Pioneer Camp in Russia last sum- 
have any preconceived xpecta- little differently than before, may be that getting to know mar. Regan was in Terrace recently to describe her ex- 
tions. But then a two-day stop- Canada is not the best, or the more about others could he the perlence and says that because of it she is now more open 
key to world peace, and confident and will probably become a world traveller. 
In fact Lawrence's philosophy 
I n ternat iona l  Women's  m. oveodes0. ohow..n o 
Day celebrated today done. "I'm willing to judge • everybody onanequalbasis," Provincial short film 
she says, "and once I get to ,; 
Contdbutedby small accomplishment along the know a person then I'll start to competition launched 
- Mary Bowering way, both personally and global- make my. judgement. Every :. . 
"Women are Powerful", the ly. It is important o note the country has its bad people and 
Women's Centre posters and times when women in general its g0odpeople.' Canada has its Northwest artists who ha~,e a Utes in length and is "open to 
stationery proudly announce, and ourselves in particular, are good, its bad and its saints. But .talent for. ~ mal~ing movies are anyone. The winning fdm mak- 
being given the opportunity to ers will receive a $200-per-film- 
Does this statement imply power being portrayed with respect. I can't see other countries as get recognition for their efforts, minute honorarium • and have 
"over"? The listener or reader In Iceland, the Women's different." B.C. Film, a Vancouver-based their productions blown up into 
might instantly react defensive- Alliance is an inspiring example And it appears, if Lawrence is organization supported byB.C. 35 millimeter format. Both 16 
ly. But we don't mean power as they strive to create a more representative of the 4,500 Lbttery funds to encourage millimeter film and VHS video 
over -  we mean equally impor- just and equal society, but not youths who attended last sum- 
tant; we mean women are through the traditional male de- mer'scamp, this feeling of good British Columbians who have a is acceptable. 
• flair for the cinema, recently an- 
powerful too. signed system. Each achieve- will may spread. "I love my 
Rarely is this message con- ment has required courage, country and feel patriotic," she nounced their Theatrical Short Deadline for the competition 
veyed. Both females and males clarity of vision, and determina- says, "But as soon as I graduate Comzetition. is April 15. Further infoi'mation 
The competition is for short is available from Christine Mof'- 
absorb the societal images of tion. I want to travel. I want to ex- quality films less than nine rain- fat at 684-3323. 
men being the leaders, the ac- In Yugoslavia since World plore." • 
tive, visable achievers and the War II, the emancipation of 
source of major economic women has been celebrated on 
security. These messages are March 8th. This is a public holi- 
strengthened bythe fact that the day for ladies only, but all corn- 
majority of politicians are male, panies close at 2.:00 so the 
the use of exclusive language in- women can be taker/for apicnic 
ferring non-existence of the or a restaurant meal. Theyper- "~t  Polly's C a r e  
.~emale half of the population, form no domestic work on that Fine Dining • 
competitive t am sporting events day. Traditionally there have In quiet surroundingsl ~ .~. .  
which encourage male participa- been parades, flowers, and par, I n n  ~Chinese  & Western Cuisine 
tion, advertisements, and our ticipation by young girlS as well. ~ ~ ;  5 p.m. - -  10 p.m. ~ Men --Thurs. 10".30 a.nl. -- mldnl0ht 
educational system where stereo- The celebrations do not value 4620 Lakelse Avenue FrL k Sat. 10:3o Lm.-- I Lm. 
types encourage males to excel in women as sex obje~:ts, but rather 6 8 ~nday 12:00 ll.m. - -  10 p.m. 
the maths and sciences. These seriously recognize women a~ 38" 141 
are a few examples, equal and respected contributors 638-1848 o, 638;8034 
These stereotypes are impos- to society. 
sible to erase overnight. They I look forward to Interna- ~ .  ~.~ .~ I~.  
are changing, but so slowly, tionai Women's Day in Terrace, GIM'S - 
Around the world women are when I will recognize and ~ R I=STAURANT ~.~ 
seeking equality in all forms. It celebrate women's strength and ~ -~e~'Chinese & Canadian Food "~,~ Specializing I l l  Chin 
is important hat we notice each yes -- power!! ]l~'l~ OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK ]it~ ese  
o M,, , -W,d,: jOa., , .   o.oo .,,. Cu is ine  and  Canadmn 
Thursday 11:30 a.m. - -  I1:00 n.t Dishes 
-o.~-----~ Fri -Sat 11:30 a.m. - -  I;OO a.m~ "%~f [~1 46060relgAve., forTake.Out 
Sunday 12:00a.m. Terrace, B.C. ' Ph.63~6184 
4643 Park A venue lOtO0 p.m.635.6111 . . . . . .  , 
i " I 
I d'1-tgll o ; ; - :~  I J [ i  i l l .  t the This spot OOUld Terrace Hotel 635"$630 
b0 y0urs For your dining pleasure we have 
expanded our Copper Grill Restaurant 
hours. 
7 a.m. to 9 p.m. 
. . -  • , ' . 
t 
ay. ve Brlt,sh, but ,very Northwest 
Cornmunity profile 
. Lawrence William• Clay, age 76~A, has been aNotary 
Public in Terrace since 1967. He is not going to retire. "I 
shall not leave here and shall work 'til the last minute," 
he said. , . " 
Terrace Review-- Wednesday, March 8; 1989 i:~ ~ 
• ~ ar . l  
bY Pare WMtaker 
, .  . . . 
"When I die I hope there will 
be no memorial. If someone 
would just say when I'm gone..:. 
' 0 y u know --  he was a good 
notary -  he helped me', that 
would be most gratifying.',. 
L.W. Clay is British. That is 
evident the moment you enter 
the antechamber to his office. 
Br i t i sh  newspapers and 
magazines dated from 1911, 
c~ios and antiques are placed in 
precise spots all along the cor- 
ridor. A poster of King George 
VI and his Queen hangs beside 
the carved Tudor door to his of. 
rice. Winston Churchill pensive- 
ly contemplates clients from 
another poster. 
Clay is a tall dignified man 
who smokes a pipe. He sat 
l~ehind his expansive desk while 
fragrant smoke from the finest 
English tobacco wafted about 
the room. He opened the win- 
dow a bit and gestured at the NO 
SMOKING sign. " I  cannot 
stand cigarette smoke," he an- 
nounced. "We do not ~illow 
Cigarettes in the house.,' 
"Pipe smoking is an art," he 
reiterated, and indeed he has a 
collection of more than 35 pipes. 
He also has a large collection of 
78 rpm records recently put on 
150 tapes. These include all of 
the original speeches of Winston 
Churchill and a recording of the 
crash of the Hindenburgh. He 
rates Churchill with Prime 
Ministers of EnglandGladstone 
and Disraeli, and says his 
speeches give one a "lease on 
life". 
When L.W. Cl~y goes 
"home" from his basement of- 
rice he goes upstairs, where his 
wife Carolyn awaits him. He 
describes her as "one of the best 
wives a man could ever have". 
She is English too, an artist who 
spent 23 years of her life in Nor- 
way. While living there she en- 
• joyed singing in the opera. 
Having been married twice 
• before, Clay lost both former 
wives to cancer. Enid in 1967, 
and Mary in 1978. He recalls: 
:'Four years ago I has a 
pacemaker put in. The nurse 
said sympathetically 'you are so 
unfortunate Mr. Clay!' I an-, 
swered, no, I am a most for- 
tunate man. I have had three 
wonderful wives... I wonder 
why I am so blessed?" 
When he arrived in Terrace in 
1963 he was not a Notary 
Public. Rather, he worked for 
the Health Department, having 
been transferred from Smithers, 
and to Smithers from Quaiicum 
Beach. The period prior to that, 
however, in his words, "were  
the bestyears of my life". 
Seeing Lawrence Clay striding 
down Lakelse Avenue in his 
tweeds, it is not hard for Terrace 
residents to imagine him a 
policeman. He was with the 
B.C, Provincial Police Force for 
12 Years. This lawkeeping 
organization came into being 
during the Klondike goldrush of 
1858 and served B.C. for 92 
years. 
Clay began with them in 
Nanaimo when he" was 24 years 
old and newly married to Enid. 
During his career he. was sta- 
tioned inDawson Creek, Pouce 
Coupe, For tS t .  John, and 
Qualicum Beach. There he 
retired in order to have more 
time to spend with Enid and 
• daughters Wendy and Sandy. 
In Terrace, the old police 
building at the corner of Lakelse 
Ave. and Kalum St.is where the 
'B .C.  Provincial Police Force 
was housed, It has recently been 
deemed by the town not worthy 
of the expense to make it a 
Heritage Building. 
Clay has mementos in his Of- 
fice o f  those nostalgic years 
spent •on the•Force: a badge, a 
'riding crop with buckshot hid- 
den in the end, photos and 
historical books. His uniform is 
in the B.C. Museum. "Those are 
the best bunch of men I have 
ever seen," he said. "I  have 
always been interested in law 
and if I had itto do over I would 
probably be a lawyer." 
The lure of a mild climate 
brought young Lawrence Clay 
from harsher weather in Ontario 
to the WestCoast. "Vancouver 
had been painted in my mind as 
a magical place where cherries 
grow," he explained. "I had 
read much on Vancouver Island 
• a-s well, and imagined a lot of 
English fruit farmers who 
played tennis and generally lived 
the life of Riley." 
After a gruelling trip on a bus 
that arrived in Vancouver via 
Salt Lake City, Portland and 
Seattle, Clay slept for 18 hours 
(at the St. Regis Hotel). He 
spent some time in Vancouver 
but it was not long before he 
decided to seek his fortune in the 
city that was named for a Queen 
of England. 
His first job in Victoria en- 
abled him to experience first- 
hand a taste of the fruit farming 
he had visualized. He gained 
employment as a gardener for 
Christ Church Cathedral, where 
they had a productive orchard of 
apple and pear trees. It was 
Clay's job to prune them --  but 
he took too much off. 
" I  killed them all," he said. 
"The Dean ~ was aghast - -  I 
know he wanted to say 'My 
Godl, but of course, he 
couldn't. He just paid me $2.00 
and said, 'Don't let me ever see 
you again l' I did attend church 
the following Sunday, however, 
and the sermon was something 
about 'fools and idiots'l" 
L.W. Clay haddone a lot of 
growing up during the years he 
spent in Eastern Canada before 
moving to the coast. Three years 
in the army at St. John, Quebec 
preceded a surveying job in  
Northern Ontario, both unique 
experiences in themselves them. 
selves, Ironically, he was to 
cross paths with a friend he met 
in that survey crew, Hank 
Buncombe, more than once. 
Terirace notary public and long.time local resident L.W. Clay In his office, surrounded by the 
tools of hls trade and Brltlsh memorabllia. He's Engllsh through and through, but says he'll 
never leave Terrace. J~  
Buncombe became District 
Engineer of Highways when 
Clay was stationed in Qualicum 
Beach, and then ended up in 
Terrace as a City Engineer. He 
has since passed away. 
Clay described their surveying 
crew in Northern Ontario as 
"living on the fat of  the land. 
We were paid $75 per month 
plus board," he said. "I  was 
weal.thyl We even had a night 
watchman who kept our tents 
warm."  
Not so during the two years he 
worked on a mixed farm 15 
miles south of Lindsay, Ontario. 
Clay described it as hard, brutal 
work. " I  worked 17 hours a day 
with no days off  except 
• Christmas Day and May 24 or 
July 12." 
He arrived in Halifax from 
Southampton, England •on the 
S.S. Pennland February 24, 
1929. You might say that he was 
one of the Little Immigrants de- 
scribed in a book and a CBC 
television show, about orphans 
from the First World War who 
immigrated to Canada. 
Clay's father had been killed 
during the war and his mother 
died of peritonitis in 1924. Con- 
sequently he lived with an uncle 
in Chelnsford, England (35 
miles from London). After a 
stint in the Merchant Marines at 
age 14, his relatives agreed to 
allow him to come to Canada t 
16 and one half years of age. 
" Inthose days every railway 
station in England had large 
posters of golden wheatfields 
• with wagons being loaded by 
healthy, contented-looking peo- 
ple," Clay related." 'Come to 
Canada', the posters read, 'live 
on a farm and see the world', 
My uncle gave me a return 
tickeL" 
• He continued: " I  had  been 
taught by my mother to always 
clean my teeth and wear a pair 
of polished shoes. So when I ar- 
rived at the town hall of the 
farming community of Lindsay, 
Ontario, I was dressed in a grey 
Harris tweed suit, polished shoes 
and a hat. (I still polish my shoes 
V * '  ' e ery mght). 
"Therewere 15 other boys. 
All our names were thrown into 
a hat and a group of burly farm- 
ers drew names. When the 
farmer who drew my name came 
to collect me, he said gruffly: 
'another damned Englishman, 
eh!'. 
"We .got into a sleigh cutter 
pulled by a spanking three-year- 
old named Major. It was 40 
degrees below zero (F) and it 
took three hours to travel 15 
miles to the 160 acre farm. 
"Dinner that night was boiled 
pork, fried potatoes and bread 
and butter. When I asked what 
time we were to get up in the 
morning I was told that they 
'sleep in' in the winter and that 
4:30 a.m. would do." 
The next morning Lawrence 
Clay got up, put on his tweed 
suit and shined shoes. After 
sourly appraising the young 
man's outfit, the farmer soon 
purchased more appropriate 
clothing for Clay, taking the 
cost out of the boy's wages. 
" I  worked over 700 days 
there," Clay said, "17 hours a. 
day, and every day I was called a 
damned Englishman." 
He has worked hard all of his 
life and has little patience for 
those who do not value the work 
ethic. His daughter Wendy, it 
seems, does value it. She gradu- 
ated from UBC Medical School 
as an M.D. at age 24 and has 
been the director of preventa- 
tive medicine for the Canadian 
Armed Forces. Wendy Clay has 
just been informed that on April 
l, 1989, she will receive a pro- 
motion from Colonel to  
Brigadier General, Comman- 
dant of the Department of Na- 
tional Defence Medical Services 
Center ,in Ottawa. That is one 
step below Surgeon General. She 
is also the first woman accepted 
as a full-fledged pilot in the 
Canadian Forces. This achieve- 
ment did not come without a 
struggle. 
Clay's daughter Sandy is the 
wife of an Anglican clergyman 
and the mother of his very f'wst 
grandchild. They live in Port 
McNeil on Vancouver Island. 
"I  am not going to retire and I 
am not going to leave Terrace," 
Clay states. He enjoys classical 
music and reading, but his work 
is also his hobby. 
"I shall always be an English- 
man," he said, "but am also 
Canadian. Canada has served 
me well and I hope that I have 
served Canada well." 
We care  
Did you know that traditional funerals are 
possible~ even with cremation? Cremation can 
still include public visitation and a memorial set- ~. 
vice. Funerals of today offer more alternatives 
than ever before to honour the person who has 
died. And,. Just like your will, pension plan, and 
your i(fe insurance, pre-planned funerals are part " 
of that Important preparation for the Inevitable. 
Consult your B.C. Funeral Association today for 
more information on cremation. They'll answer 
all the questions you've ever wondered about. 
They'll take the mystery away/ 
Your local Funeral Director Is always there when 
you need asslstance. Contact the B.C. FUneral.  
Association for the affiliated member nearest 
you. 
~sA MacKAY'S FUNERAL ,, SERVICE LTD. 
and TERRACE CREMATORIUM 
Oonce~ted Personal 8~e 
In 2Vte Northweat 81nce i946 
BRONZE PLAQUES & MONUMENTS 
Funeral 
Association "TERRACE- 
. . . .  ] I I  I I  
635.2444 "' 
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MICHELLE HENDRY: con- 
tinues to amaze officials• 
Terrace's gift to Canadian 
basketball ,picked upmore  
honors, last week... Athlete of 
the Week, then Dismct Player 
of the Year. • 
Freshman Michelle H e.ndry 
continues to amaze National 
Association of Intercollegmte 
Athletics officials in the District' 
One drcuit. 
• " 'S  Simon Fraser Umverstty 
athletic department expected big 
things from 6-foot, 2-inch 
Michelle in the first Of four years 
scheduled for the school. But 
. . ' . . .  
nothing like she's accompHshed~ ' 
On-Feb. :~4., Hendry was an- 
nounced,as Dmtrict One athlete- 
• of-the-week. She had averaged 
30.7 points for three games, plus 
25 rebounds. " . .  " .  ~. 
Threedays later, 'she was 
selected as District One's  
N.A.I.A. female player of the 
year, based on leading the 
district in sconng on a 22 .6  
points-per-game average, plus 
an 8.9 rebound-per-game 
average. . • 
The 22.6 average broke the 
• .single season S~J  scoring mark 
o f  22.5 .set by Tracey Huclak 
back in the 1979-80.season. 
Eighteen-year-old Michelle 
paced the Clan g.als to a 15-2 
district record, which was good 
enough for second place. It also 
gave them home court advan- 
tagein the first round o f  the 
p layof f s .  
Hendry, who led Terrace 
Caledonia Kermod.es. to th i rd  
place ].n the B.C. high school 
champmnships last spring and 
earned the most valuable player 
award: is .hoping Simon Fraser 
can yon District one, then take 
the District Two (Oregon) 
champ.  
That would advance them to s 
Kansas City for national finals. 
Players benefit from 
change =n baseball 
"The m.ain reason for chang- 
ing orgamzations is to benefit 
the.boys with three-year playing 
periods in each division instead 
of two. Also, all towns inthe 
Northwest now come under the 
same group, which means a lot 
more competition for our kids." 
So says Terrace Minor 
Baseball• president Earla Peden 
in explmmng this year's switch 
from the B.C. Minor Baseball 
Association to the B.C. Babe 
Ruth baseball organization. 
"It was too costly," she tole 
us. "We were the only B.C. 
minor in the north and that 
.meant ravelfing to the southern 
interior for playoff .s." . 
Peden. hopes registration will 
be up this year, .especmlly due to 
the change m affiliatmn. 
"We've been down a bit for the 
last couple of years .with young- 
sters ha-ring the thrace of soft- 
ball and soccer as well as 
baseball,.. 
' "We 11 be holding a lot more 
games bo.~ out of town and m 
town. IU .gh..t now there's Burns 
Lake, Smithers and Houston in 
help in coaching and officiating, 
as well as some more directors 
and an umpire-in-chief. 
Persons interested can phone 
Peden (635-5940), '  Bruce 
Nicholls (638-8486) or publicity 
director Gall Kilgren (6:35-3112). 
The five age groups are senior 
(16 to 18), junior (13 to 15), 
bambino(10to 12), tadpole (7 to 
9) and mini-tad. (5 and 6). 
Play begins m late April and 
runs td late June, With exception 
of playdowns which go into 
July. ' " " 
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FINAL 8TANDING8 . 
.GP W L ;T 
Reflnlshln0 28 15 10 ,' 
I 28. 14., g ! 
Auto " 28 '  14 10 , 
)at .  28 10  15 ,1 
Ior Inn Oklee 28 7 16 ! 
" L ' ' ' ' In  : .  : ' O ~  S C O r i a  ~ I~ " 
)rth Coast Auto 6, Northern Motor Inn (: 
Feb.25 - -Skeena Hotel 6, Norm'sAuto Refinishing 
, Feb• 26 - .Nor th  Coast Auto 8, Northern Motor Inn ( 
" I=a l~ 9R - -  ldnrm'n  AtJtn Rnflnlnhlnn 19. Inn of the W~ . . . .  Feb. 28 --, Norm'e uto efi is i g 2, I  f t   
• Mar. 2 - -  Inn of the West 4, Northern Motor Inn Okl 
~ ~ ~ r ' TOP 10 8CORING, 
-::dii ~ TEAM G A Ins 
Bruce Cameron (SH) 33. 23 56 
* JImRIoler(NAR) " 34 22 i,_ 56 
i/' 2 Garnet Benlnger (NAR) 28 18 44 
,.: Tom TUrner'(SH) 18, 24 , 42 
~• Brant Andrews (INN) 28 13 38 ..": il/:'~!:. : a e  I  
" ' ,::,.: Oharlle Porter (INN) 
• ' , ,  .: -'.- " Andre Quallzza (NAR) " 
, . . . . .  • " Gord GIIIIa(INN) 
,. Steve Sohultz (NCA) 
• , Gary Portsr (SH) 
21.. .17 38 
15 23 38 
'20 -  17 37 
14 23  37  
19 18 37 
GOAL • TENDING AVERAGE 
. "  ~ TEAM • .GA AVG . . . .  
• ~ " : Ron Msdeau (NCA) 28 4.54 , 
• . ,  . iGregWilson(NAR) -. i 27, 4.67 " 
~-.  ; .  ~ . .~ ,  ; Todd Gleaelman(INN) 22 4•e8 
• .~ i~' u; " ', RlokJoachlm(SH) . .16 4.69 
' ' : .  ::' . Gerry.lamming (NMI) . 25  5•08 • 
• "! i : :  " Wally Womfold (SH) 13 §•08 . . . .  
" . .  ~ I A ~  A A I I I B I ~ I ~ A l l l  U d ~ V I  
r~F.8 
TERRACE COMMERCIAL HOCKEY 
Rl~tl .  LEAGUE 8"rANDING8 
GP W L T 
Inn of the West 20. 12 7 1 
8keena Hotel  20 ., 11 8 1 
Red Army 20 6 14 0 
. GAME8 SCORE8 
Feb. 26 - -  Skeena Hotel 8, Red Army 6 (final game) 
Damy Mallett (RA) 
Troy Farkvam (SH) 
Doug Rlohey (IW) 
Craig Inglebrltaon (SH) 
Rltohle Mallett (RA) 
Terry Z!tporzan (SH) 
Mike Leblond (IW) 
Bill McAIIIster (IW) 
• DOn Leblond (RA) 
Dave Kawinsky (IW) 
TOP TEN 8CORERS 
G A P PIM 
39 35 74 2 
26 35 64 37 
22 28 50 28 
26 23 49 10 
15 34 49 34 
19 lg 38 13 
16 22 35 12 
19 16 35 38 
15 19 34 39 
13 20 33 52 
GOAL TENDING 
• GP MIn,' GA Ave• 
Leeland MacDonald (IW) . lg  . 1140 96 5.05 
Woody Miller (SH) 9½ 570 69 7.26 
Don Polrler(RA) 19 1140 145 7.63 
Lanny Paul (aN) IOY= e30 97 9.23 
$hane Dellyn (RA), 1 60 5 5.00 
Gerry ~mmlng (IW) 1 80 7 7.00 
PENALTY LEADERS 
MIn 
Dan Llndetrom (IW) 98 
Dave Kawlneky (IW) 52 
Graham Bayles (IW) - 40 
Don Leblond (RA) 39 
Bill McAIIIster ( IW) 38 
POWER PLAY GOAL8 h13 I Dar°y Me'Iett 10' Te"y z"p°=." (OH) 4 
Douo Rlokey (IW) 2, DOuo Wilson (IW) 2, Bcott Welsh (IW) 2 Branc BobDempster(RA) 2, Mike Rouw(RA) 2 
r t  I GAME WINNING GOAL8 d a s tea m c . ,  Ingl~)dhmn (aN) 8, Dlr l~/MI I IMt (=8 , 
Dave Ke'Idnsky ~ 2, I~le ~ (IW) 2 tO finals . TmyFa l~tam( ,H ,~Twry~n(GI t )2  
8HORTNANDED GOAL8 
~: J  1O i~ 1013 
12 128 !50 
HOUSTON MIDGET MINOR;  
. . . . . .  HOCKEY TOURNAMENT 
FEB. 25 WEEKEND 
Kitimet Legion Bombers 2, Terrace Totem Ford 0 
Terrace Totem Ford 3, Houston 3 
Terrace Totem Ford 13, Hazelton 9 
Terrace Totem Ford 5, Granlsle 1 
(Terrace wine 8liver, Kitimat won gold, Houston 
won bronze). Terraoe'8 Ted Taylorwas most 
valuable player). . . 
MINOR HOCKEY INTER-CITY 
PEEWEE DIVISION SEMI.FINALS 
AT PRINCE RUPERT 
(Best of Three) 
Pr!qce Rupert 4, Terrace 8keens Cellulose 3 
Ter ra~ 8keens Cellulose 4, Prince Rupert 3 
Prince Rupert 10, Terrace Skeena Gelluloae 4 
(Rupert advance8 to league final against Kltlmat)• 
TERRACE MEN's BASKETBALL LEAGUE 
Feb. 28 - -  Skeena Hotel eS, All Seasons 63 
(Hlgh adorers - -  Jlm Keller 24, Wllllo Chemko 24) 
Feb. 28 - -  Ev'e Cllppere 89, Klue8 & 8one 83 
(Hlgh scorer - -  Rlohard Kleln 28) 
Mar. 2 - -  Ev's Cllppere 87, Sksona Hotel 82 
All Seasons 87, Kluss & Sons 85 
(High scorers not available). 
in Langley 
• The Terrace Branch 13 darts 
team. of the Royal Canadian 
Legmn won the North. west zone 
on the weekend at Prince Rupert 
and will compete in B.C. finals 
.}. 
Daroy Mallet (RA) g, Don Leblond (RA) 2, Terry Zeporzan (8H', 
Douo Rl¢hey (IW) 1, Mike Leblond (IW) 1, . 
Doug Wilson (IW) 1, Graham Bayles (IW) 1 
Sponsored by..... 
A complete personalized 
Babe Ruth. It's expec.!ed Hazel- at Langley during the Easter 
ton wm start up this year as break. Members of the winning 
wen." .. team were Bob Bennett, Pat 
KKimat and Prince Rupert Campbell, Dereck .Hales and 
were. involved in minor baseball, Ray Taft. Bennett and Campbell 
but  both have pretty well gone combined to win doubles, and 
Strictly.to.softball. Rupert lack- 
ed playing ~ fields ' while Kitimat• 
preferred the other two n~nor 
sports, 
The league can still use adult 
Bennett added t O ' his laurels by 
wmmng the sln.gies, as, well. 
T...eams •from Prince Rupert, 
Kitimat, Masset and. Terrace 
.w,,~,,,-t-v,--M"*.. . .  . . . . .  - . .. . . . . . .  
Br I~A l#'~ 0_.1 14"t1~4~r1~ Insurance Agency fo r  
J .O.J .~. ~ I IO .~UI  ( . . l J . l~ '~J  , HomeOLifee. Fire 
I t  • T I 1 " • Boat  • Business A enCleg 
, come in•to our office at :i":":~.)-'1' 4 I I~"  J ~ ~  ! 
4648 Lakelse Ave. ,  Terrace .... : ..... i I ' "="'~"'='11 ="~='"''' I 
AUTHORIZED AQE,TS 
Phone 638-8581 ,; ~ [ • , , I 
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Kerrnodes ! 
W '  • ' ' " i  : " : .  " " ' ' " " The CaledoniaKermode boys proved~ ]thout a doubt 
that they're the best senior triple 'AAA' basketball team 
in the northwest bY scoring three one-sidedvictories in 
the ~three-team double-knockout Zone finals Chat wound 
up :at Cal High in Terrace Saturday afternoon. 
When it came to awards, Ker- 
modes placed five players out of 
10 sPOtS on the two all-star 
teams, and also won the most 
valuable player award. 
Kermodes weren't expected to 
get.much opposition from either 
Prince Rupert Rainmakers or 
Kitimat Rebels. And they didn't. 
The series opened in Terrace 
on, Wednesday of last week 
when Kermodes hosted the 
R. ebe!s. Using his bench strength 
considerably, coach Phil 
Letham still managed to post a 
79-53 win: 
The Cal boys ran up a 23-12 
lead at the quarter and held a 
44-28 margin at the half. By 
three-quarter time they were 
ahead 65-43. 
Dave Hogg led the" scoring 
with 18 points. Arnie Pelletier 
and Frank Genaille contributed 
I1 each, while Jackie Brown 
chipped .in with 10. Mike 
Ridsdale had 26 for Kitimat. 
Both teams had 14 fouls peg- 
ged on them. 
The second game on Friday at 
noon saw coach Mel Bishop's 
patched-up Rainmakers go 
against coach Tony McCrory's 
Rebels. 
As far as equal competition 
goes, it was the best game of the 
series with Kitimat leading 15-13 
and 30-28 at quarter and half- 
time marks, and the teams tied 
at:~49-all entering the final 10 
minutes. 
Rebels outscored Rainmakers 
20-13 in the last frame to come 
out:with a 69-62 victory. It was 
another 2.6-point game for 
Kit imat's Ridsdale. R ick 
Tolman paced Rupert with 22. 
Each team had 14 fouls. 
i Friday: night saw Kermodes 
eliminate Rainmakers 84-47. It 
was one-sided throughout, with; 
Kermodes leading by quarter 
scores of 27-14, 46-31 and 58'36. 
Four Kermodes scored in 
double figures.'/Hogg had 18, 
Steve Dewacht and Pelletier had 
15 each, and John Favela had a 
dozen. 
Paul Haffey led Rainmakers 
with 16 points. It was 15-14 for 
Kermodes in fouls. 
The win set up a possible 
clincher with Rebels Saturday at 
noon. I f  Kitimat had won the 
noon contest, it would have 
meant one more game between 
Kermodes and Rebels as both 
would have had one loss. 
But Kermodes Were interested 
in ending it fast, and counted a
121-48 victory. 
The score is not truly in- 
dicative of the game. As Ker- 
modes neared the 100 point 
mark in the last quarter, they 
put on a full court press against 
the frustrated Rebels. 
Rebels showed isgust against 
what they felt was a 'running-it- 
in' move by giving the ball to. 
Kermodes and letting them score 
unchecked. 
- Due to the high score, Ker- 
modes had six players :in double. 
figures. Favela had 26, Ginger 
Manhas 18, Dewacht -17, 
B.C. Winter Games 
Northwest winners 
1989 B.C. WINTER GAMES RESULTS FROM NELSON 
Zone 7 medal winners with award shown as gold (G), silver 
(S), or bronze (B). 
Boxing 
'Senior, 156-1b., Marcos Bernaldez, Terrace (13); Senior, 
139-1b., Jim Low, Prince Rupert (B); Inter., 147-1b., Steve 
Jaeger, Prince Rupert ((3); Junior B, !15-1b., Darren Bell, 
Terrace (S). 
Figure Skating 
Women, Juvenile, Jessica Lambright, Terrace T(B)• 
Ka#ate-  Kata 
Men's A, Siu Fung, Terrace (G). 
Raquetball 
Women, Jocelyn Craft, Terrace ((3). 
Skiing - -  A lp ine -  Men 
- . / . ,  " .  
g / ' i  , 
Juvenile Slalom, Sand Saab, Smithers (S); Juvenile SuPer- 
G, Sami Saab, Smithers (B); J2 Slalom, Kevin Wert, Smithers 
(S). 
Skiing - -  Alpine - -  Women 
Juvenile Super-G, Ada Saab, Smithers (S); 32 Slalom, 
Claire Challen, Smithers (S); J2 Super-G, Nicole Collison, 
Smithers (B). 
Welght l l f t ing-  Men 
90 Kilogram, Elliott Vergen, Telkwa ((3); 67.5 Kilogram, 
Charles Prins, Telkwa (S). 
Karate"  Youth 
'A' Girls, Lisa Lagace, Terrace (S). 
Crees.Country Ski - -  Men 
Juvenile Boys, 5 kilometers, Carl Lutz, Telkwa (S); Darren 
Clark, Smithers 03). 
Jude - -  Men's Individual 
78 Kilo and under, Wes Bemon, Smithers (B). 
P 
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Northwest 
About 400 fans came to witness the Caledonia Kermode boys' basketball team defeat 
'AAA' teams from Kltimat and Prince Rupert last weekend in the Northwest zone finals at 
Caledonia schOol. 
Genaille 14, Hogg 13 and 
Pelletier 12. Ridsdale had 17 for. 
Rebels. 
Quarter scores were 27-13, 
58-27 and. 85'41., Kitimat was 
called for 21 of the game's 40 
fouls. 
The all,star selections were 
pretty much as expected. Prior 
• to the announcements, fans had 
no idea on who'd win the main 
trophy -- the most valuable 
player award. 
When Steve Dewacht was 
named as winner, there was loud 
applause from close to 400 fans. 
Named to the first all-star 
team were Hogg, Pelletier and 
Favela of Kermodes, plus Paul 
Haffey Of Rainmakers and Rids- 
dale of Rebels. 
Second,team stars were 
Tolman of Rainmakers, Gary 
Reid and  Remo Bussoli of 
Rebels, and Brown and Andy 
Davis of Kermodes. 
Kermodes head for Van- 
couver next week for the 
16-team provincial finals start- 
ing Wednesday. 
The weekend prior to the big 
series, Kermodes played Kitimat 
in a home-and-home s ries. One 
game was an exhibition while the 
other counted towards zone 
standings. 
A flip of a coin decided the 
Friday night game at Kitimat 
would',be the exhibition, so 
coach Letham went mostly with 
his reserves while Kitimat's 
starting rive played most of the 
game. 
It resulted in a 63-62 win for 
the Rebels with Mike Ridsdale 
scoring 24 for the winners. In 
limited playing•time, Mike Hogg 
has 13 for Kermodes. 
In the game that counted next 
night in Terrace, Kermodes ran 
off a 90-70 win with Hogg scor- 
ing 21 and Steve Dewacht ad- 
ding 19. Ridsdale held Kit,mat 
up with 31 points. 
Good wrestling tradition goes on 
Smithers hascontributed a 
great deal to B.C. wrestling over 
the past few years• Simon Fraser 
University coach Mike Jones has 
benefited from three former 
Smithers competitors• on his 
squad -- Craig Roberts, Cam 
Johnston and Heath Bolster. 
Going into the high school 
championships, Ian Meier had 
gone undefeated on the season. 
Ted Nessman had won at  the 
SFU invitational meet, and 
Brian Shorter won at the B.C. 
age group championships.' 
Smithers coach Richey would 
normally have a half-dozen or 
more top wrestlers to compete at 
B.C. finals, and would be rank- 
ed in the top three. 
However, this is a turn- 
around year with new talent not 
Coming events in sports 
I Fans seeking the availability 
of tickets for this Friday's ex- 
hibition hockey game between 
Canada nd Finland at Kitimat's 
Tamitik should phone Tamitik 
at 632-7161. 
The Terrace Figure Skating 
Club's annual carnival -- titled 
Ye Old Toy Shop - -  runs March 
• '22 and 23 at the Terrace Arena. 
Tickets are on sale at Coppers,de 
Foods or at each evening,s per- 
formance. The carnival starts at 
7:30 both nights. 
Boys and girls still wishing to 
sign up for Terrace Youth Soc- 
cer can do so from Monday to 
Friday during regular office 
hours at the arena recreation of- 
"rice• 
The Skeena Valley Golf 
Club,s annual spring social 
evening is on this Saturday at 8 
o'clock at the clubhouse. Infor- 
mation about the upcoming 
season will be available. 
Area soccer teams are re- 
minded that 1989 Summer 
Games ateams can enter Zone ? 
playdowns only if they compete 
in B.C.S.A. registered leagues. 
The registration deadline is May 
1 lth. Phone Richard HmL, tt at 
635-6849 for information. 
J lflflmat hockey fans are re- 
minded about the annual old- 
timers' hockey tournament com- 
ing up this weekend at Kitimat. 
It's the final oldtimers' tourney 
of the season for this area. 
yet honed to take on the best. 
At the B.C. h/gh school finals 
on Feb. 25 weekend. Smithers 
came out with two weight-class 
winners while Hazelton had one. 
Shorter earned arust-place tie 
with a Tupper High School 
wrestler from Vancouver in the 
70-kilogram class. 
Meier continued his unbeaten 
string by winning the 78-kilo 
class. Travis Himmelright of 
Hazelton was victorious in the 
66-kilo class. 
Robron Secondary of Camp- 
bell River tallied 71 points to win 
the team title. Abbotsford 
claimed second place (65 points) 
while Tupper grabbed third (65 
points). 
A), ,  
Vision 
Our Most Precious Sense 
1:30 P.M. --- THURSDAY, MARCH 9, 1989 
"LIFE IS WORTH SEEING" 
ON THE KNOWLEDGE NETWORK 
Repeated 7:00 p•m• Thursday, March 30, 1989 
This T.V. special looks at our vision from birth to the senior 
years, how vision works and what we can do to preserve 
and protect this precious sense. Produced by the B.C. 
Association of Optometrists, the show examines: 
• Infant Vlaion 
• The 1"line For A Child's 
First Eye Examination 
• The Parents' Role 
• Raiding Problems, 
Visual Conditions and 
Their Conletion 
• The Teacher's Role 
• Eye Safety at Work lind 
Play 
• Contact Ltns, and Glekmm 
• VDTs 
• Vision Alter Forty 
• OplometrisUk 
Ophllmlmol~gisls Ind 
09tiolanl 
Celebrating Save Your Vision Week 
MARCH 5- 11; 1989 
B.C. ASS'N OF OPTOMETRISTS 
,.. :..",i;.,"', , ' *  ./., "- ,, 
, - .  " . . . . .  ~"~. ; '~ , ' - : .~= - .~- '~  "~t~ -~"~. ' ~"  ' 
T - ,.,-.---7. :" ,~, ~-:~,¢~;, ~ .~, ~....~. .... ' 
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Sports editoria[ i 
ark g:ets the, ishaft [ . .  ' e l im inated  • , . i, >I M ': " Skeena girls los t  two, tigllt : '  : 
Back: in of las t  {Mark  explained ~it to  games to be eliminated from the 
• ;September junior 'A '  girls' high school 
year, iLos Angeles Kings were" "Gallagher this way: " I  went in  
• touting' 20-year-old rookie net, and had to ask tO: go:back to 
minder Mark Fitzpatrick as their NewHaven. My game wasshot. 
goal guardian of the future. It, s pretty.tough playing in your 
Today, half-a-ye~ later, the first year, getting:: 40 shots a 
Kitimat product is gone from the  night, . ,  
contending Kings 'to the lowly "And it was a pressure situa- 
New York Islanders. It was a tion. They want to win now: in 
trade to bolster Kings' goal- .... L.A,, not in three or four years 
tending with a veteran (Kelly from now. I'm glad to be out of 
Hrudey) during the stretch drive there.:,' 
t6pla~;offs, according to generai Gallagher fears Mark could 
manager Rogie Vachon. 
• Last year Vachon had alot to 
say about Mark and another 
goal prospect, Robb Stauber. "I  
tell you, for 15 years we're gon- 
ha-be good in goal when those 
two guys come along," he told 
US.  
Well, .Fitzpatrick has come 
and gone, in a •much shorter 
span, and Stauber is still in the 
future. Mark become another 
piece Of meat in the NHL trade 
market, realizing now that the 
rosey future painted by Vachon 
and company comes under a 
heading which we shorten into 
two letters - -  B.S. 
Vancouver Province sports 
columnist Tony Gallagher didn't 
think much of the trade..In fact, 
Tony wrote an entire column 
sympathizing with Mark and 
rapping the Kings. 
Here's some excerpts from 
Gallagher's piece in the Feb. 24 
issue: 
"'One of these days some 
smart lawyer is going to give Na- 
tional Hockey League clubs like 
the Los Angeles Kings a legal 
rocket up the backside the likes 
of which they won't believe. 
"'For surely the treatment of 
20-year-oM goaltendei" Mark 
Fitzpatrick constitutes abuse 
severely curtailing his pursuit of 
happiness• What the Kings did 
to this guy shouldn't happen to a 
dog, or even a North Star first- 
rounder. The Kings" behavior 
borders on negligence• '" 
Gallagher went on to point 
out Mark had been slated to play' 
his first year of pro hockey in 
the American League, where he 
could learn his trade. 
Mark was called up for good 
on Nov. 21 of last year. Playing 
,ehind the Kings' no-name 
defence did little to boost 
Mark's confidence. 
He told Gallagher: "I  started 
to lose confidence almost right 
away. I should have been in New 
Haven all year. It's always nice 
to come up and get the money 
and play in the NHL. But that's 
not what's best for you. They 
told me I'd be in New Haven all 
year, but it didn't work out that 
i way." 
i Gallagher said that just before 
thetrade, Mark was "a whim- 
perlng Hob of protoplasm beg- 
ging to be sent down". 
II II I 
go down [he road to oblivion as 
a misused netminder. • . 
Knowledgeable hockey, fans 
feel coach Robbie Ftorek should 
have got the gate, claiming the 
powerhouse Kings lineup would 
be much higher in standings 
without the sweatered :gnome 
behind the bench. 
Right now it's a wait-and-see 
situation. Can Mark come back 
from his early scars? Can he put 
this season behind him and get 
better treatment at the hands of 
basketball championship : series" 
at Prince Rupert on Feb, 18. 
weekend. 
The four,team, double- 
knockout tourney saw Kitimat 
come out as winners on a 55-38 
victory over Booth •Ravenettes in 
the title contest. 
Skeena started with a 43-40 
loss to Kitimat and later drol~- 
ped a 34,31 decision to Smithers. 
Skeena's  Rochelle "Pelletier 
made the all-star team. 
Kitimat's Hazel Maxwell won 
the most valuable player award. 
Kitimat now heads for R.C. 
Palmer High School in Rich- 
mond for the 16-team B.C. 
junior girls' championships 
starting March 8. • 
the Islanders7 
It will take time. In his first 
New York appearance he sur- 
rendered five goals on 29 shots Tops in B.C. - -  Terrace Bluebacks member docelyn Cox- 
by Pittsburgh. Not an aus- ford displays the trophy she received in Victoria two weeks 
picious start, but hopefully ago when she was honored in a special ceremony as top 
Mark knows there's; hundreds of B.C. female swimmer for 1988 in the under-10 age group. 
northwest B.C. ~]hockey fans 
pulling for him. , '  
Tsimpseans win zone hoop 
SkeenaTsimpsean ju ior boys notching 20, Gary Peden 14, The Ravens' win set up an ex-  
won the Northwest zone junior Parker 13 and Jeff:McKay with tra game in this twin-kayo event. 
high school basketball crown on '10. : " Skeena once again played to  
Feb. 25 weekend, but it wasn,t Kitimat, meantime, elimi- the tune of hometown of- 
the 'piece of cake' they expected natedRupert Senior Secondary. ficiating, but amassed enough 
in the four-team, double- Booth came back to knock points to come up ~,ith a 53-44 
knockout series at Prince out Kitimat and get another championship victory. It was 19 
chance at Tsimpseans. They Rupert. 
Their opening game was a made it count. 
laugher - -  "15-33 over Prince Foul problems hindered 
Rupert's Grade 10 team from Skeena nd they ended up losing 
senior secondary. Scoring in 5246 to Ravens. Manhas and 
double-figures for Skeena were Parker had 16 and 12 respec- 
Paul Manhas (who averaged: tively. 
for Manhas and 16 for Parker in 
the scoring department. 
The title enables Skeena to 
compete in the 16-team B.C. 
junior boys' championsnm 
series which gets-underway to- 
day at MapleRidge. • 
~ Looking for Special Help? 
Try a 
classified ad offering a 
CM ERMOVE 
in 
COMOX 
KITIMAT 
I LOWNA... 
and 87 more B.C. newspapers. 
All for just 
close to 20 points a game in the 
tourney) with 22, Mike Parker 
with 20 and Ken Osei-Tutu with 
13. At the same time, Booth 
Ravens were whipping Kitimat 
junior Rebels 63-36. 
Next for Skeena was a 7045 
win over Ravens with Manhas 
Ezak i  out  
The Terry Ezaki rink of 
Prince Rupert made it to the 'B' 
side final of the ,B.C. Interior 
Masters Men's  curl ing 
playdowns at Pen~icton on Feb. 
18 weekend, but: lost out on 
gmmng a berth, in playoffs 
against he coast winners by a 
10-2 score. In over three days of 
competition with other interior 
zone winners, Ezaki wound up 
with a three-win, two-loss rec- 
ord. Masters Men is for curlers 
aged 60 and older. 
Sl5 9 .Ionsered Super 670 
Takes on the : • You can get blanket coverage 
Heavyweights! 
~e 
NI 
e 
A CUT ABOVE THE REST 
SEE THE JONSERED SUPER 670 AT YOUR DEALER 
RIVER INDUSTRIES  
(TERRACE)  LTD.  
P.O. BOX 638--  TERRACE, B.C, VSG 4B5 
5130A HIGHWAY le wr:ST eS&.?U$ 
of B.C. with a classified ad 
in 90 newspapers, 
for as little as $159. 
That's nearly 3,000,000 readers. 
If you're BUYING, SELLING 
or simply TELLING, 
IT PAYS TO SPRFAD 
THE WORD. 
For more information 
call this newspaper at 
635-7840 
or 1-669-9222 
(g lankd coverage service also available in other 
Provinces - Alberta $125; Manitoba $85; Sask. 
$100; Ontario 5275; Atlantic Provinces $99,) 
Jgh 
[o~ 
- ill 
635-6300 
COLD BEER and ,WINE STORE 
Monday to Fdday 
10 s.m. to 11 p.m. 
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. ,  regno na I: merit mee t ~ ~ 5~ ,:, ..... : . . . . .  
:i, :i :~-~': , i " :C°nt r ibuted  by Smithers;. 3rd, Stephanie Reid, 
• .::.: . ;  Mar ia  Mateus  . : Kitimat!,4th, Kyleen Cheuden, 
• ,  ~::iOn.,Sunday, February 19 the .  Terrace, :5th, .Staeie Waite, 
, .i:.~:Terrace:Peaks .. Gymnastic Club• Masset;6.th,MelissaMogg, Ter- 
: I~h'S: ithe ~ proud ihost.. 'of a race~, . ' 
• , . . . . . .  :Merit /Bronze. meet  :at Clarence.. " " ..,.,--:= 
=:- OYer ,  • Mich ie l  School.  • 
mronze  O 
" i A:it0~/0f 36 gir!s PariiciPated 
in tMS event, with compaitors 
" ' Coming i~rom Mas~et, Kitimat, 
• Smithers .and Terrace, Com-  
petitors ranged inage from six" 
Vault"--Alina Owens. " 
• Bars ' . - . , . .3 rd ,  Joanna 
Mutschke.. ' " " 
Beam lst., Alina. Owens; 
2nd, Joanna Mutschke. 
"to 14 years. This" form of gym- Floor --..lst, Alina Owens; 
nastic meetis aimed at the begin, 3rd, Joanna Mutschke. . 
ner competitor. , Overall - -  1st, Alina Owens, 
• Terrace; 2nd, Joanna Mutschke, 
Al l  girls were required to per- • Terrace; .3rd, Jenmfer Nording, 
form a short routine on each ap- Smithers; 4th, . Adele Thorn, 
paratus: vault, bars, beam and 
• floor. Kitimat; 5th, Lisa Meissner, 
Winners in each level and age Smithers; 6th, Tammy Fonseca, 
category received ribbons to Kitimat. 
sixth place: There were approx- 
imately 12 competitors ineach 
age category, andTerrace per- 
formed very well. 
Merit - -  Under ff 
Vault --.2rid, Alison Davis; 
3rd, Shannon Chalupiak. 
._. Bars - -  1st, Nancy ~xbuah; 
2nd, Shannon Chalupiak. 
Beam - -  1st, Erin Davis; 3rd, 
Heather Kelly. 
Floor - -  2nd, Alison Davis; 
3rd, Heather Kelly. 
Overa l l -  1st, Tanya 
Gawiuk, Smithers; 2nd, Shan- 
non Chalupiak, Terrace; 3rd, 
Nancy Arbuah, Terrace; .4th, 
Heather Kelly, Terrace; 5th, 
AlisonDavis, Terrace; 6th, Eva 
Mateus, Terrace. 
Merit - -  Over 8 
~. Beam -- 3rd, Kyleen 
Cheuden. 
Floor -- 2nd, Kyleen 
Cheuden; 3rd, Melissa Mogg. 
Overall -- 1st, Megan Auld, 
Smithers; 2nd, Jennifer Auld, 
Inthe Merit, over-8 category, these girls won ribbons at a re- 
cent regional gymnastic meet sponsored here by the Ter- 
race Peaks: Megan Auld, Jennifer Auld, Stephanie Reid, 
Kyleen Cheuden, Stacy WaRe and Melissa Mogg.. 
Photos contributed by.Peaks Gymnastic lub 
 cJ2ietlar a Oleaner  
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ST. PATRICK'S 
DAY SPECIAL 
50o70 off 
@ 
@ 
@ 
@ 
@ 
@ 
the cleaning of any 
~ - garment 
From March 13 - 18, 1989 
8:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. -- Monday to Friday 
8:30 a.m. - 5.30 p.m. - -  Saturday 
TWO Ioc~tions to serve you better {~ 
.~  ,,, Kiddie Comer from the Post Office j~  
~. The ThomhUl Public Market 
@ Whal f . ' ,~ f  .M)u w(qw "", Terrace.3223 EmersonB.C. V'@ $1'21~ ~ '  
Phone 635-5119 ~ ('1( an'l with ('an'(~) 
These glds received merit ribbons in the under-8 category during.a regional meet held 
recently at Clarence Michlel school in Terrace: Tanya Gawiuk, Nancy Arbuah, Heather Kel- 
ly, Alison Davis, Eva Mateus and Shannon Chaluplak. • 
At a regional gymnastic meet Feb. 19 in Terrace, these girls 
were awarded ribbons in the Bronze, over-8 category: Alina 
Owens, Joanna Mutchke, Jennifer Nording, Adele Thorn, 
Lisa Meissner and Tammy Fonseca.. 
• •• " • " Z 
TW200 at - , - , ' , . , ?  ', . , 
Ken Mar ine  : ? 
Greig Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
VSG IN4 635.2909" <:/> 
• : : ' i~  
• - : :  
Blggestwheelon 
i:' • 
Make your mark and make it You'll feel the electricity even : ~'~; :' i 
• big, with TW 200, before you turn it on. 
Its fat tires, low seat and down BIG WHEELS, SMALL PRICE, " 
& dirty styling make it the sassiest 
YAMAHA " ride on the road. Or off it. 1 Come see the TW 200 with. 
electric start. We make the difference. 
I I I II I III IHII[ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  II l i  ' 
>'V 
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OL 
,J,'t 
,ELECTRONIC  
ENGINEERING ,. 0.,,,o. o, =,o,,,,0°..,,,,,°, 
,.wTs~#~c.#.,c 
SERVICE - -  T.V.  RENTALS I 635"5134 ] 
Repairs On All Home Entertainment I 
Appliances 4sts LAKELSE. TERRACE 
Also Commercial & Industrial 
Electronic Equipment 
SATELLITE.T.V. 
. . .  " , . • 
"--: ' " ' •7  ,',," ~-  - ,  ~ . . . . .  
LIUlOe 
~OLUr  complete 
-,souroefora/I . ,  
yoUr heat!ng ~ 
needs. . . . .  
Northwest Consolidated 
Suppy Ltd. 
5239 Keith Ave., Terrace 635-7158 
ICBC claims handled promptly 
i~P ' /~  Your complete Automotive Retailer 
_~. , (  W ~  KALUMTIRE SALES & SERVICE LTD. 
West Coast 2803 Kenney Street . • , ' 
Landscapnng -HANGES Terrace, B.C. ~ ~ 
mimmmmmmmmmmmm'm~u~/~ .C  " ." ~ ,O|fe.Talnrll|l~,.SY::em.. r'~ ' "i "'7:~"i I . !K~ ~ . "  " ' 
DESIGN --INSTALLATION , : : ' l~;n :Rl~le<a ~L~- . / I I / '  ' "  ~' LANZA produ¢ i - : "  " 
• MAINTENANCE ~. , ' L~ '~ '~ . g-  ' Phone ,or a,, oppo,,.,,.e,,, " ' " " .:: . ' ' ' ' Business: 635-4902 
• PRUNING. SPRING CLEAN UP Terrace,,.~. ....~-.., , . ,n  ~. ^ o;: 635-9666 : "l'di;i'ace, B.C. VSG 1L6 Pager: 638-2932 
I L . ) IAL  M / ~ I ~  k.j~rxr- • , • . .. , . 
II I 
Ter raCe • ~Ma~W~HMMU~--~ I CONTRACTING SERVICES " I 
Tree Trimming I I > ~ - ~ ~ ~  I J  Inflatable Boat Repairs | 
MERC CRUISERS ~' MARINER OUTBOAROS . . _ , - , . . .  - u t , . , k  / '~,,, . , i t#,, • . . . . . , , . .u . . . . . . . . - -0 , ,~ Jm i i Duu.u ,e -  n,u-  ,~-o,,'x I 
/ ! ;  Will cut down any tree! ~ i : [  L "m"l~;t'Ll'~o}'~l~0U'~tns [ | VuIC.anizing Repa i rs .  I 
i ' YAMAHA 3 & 4 WHEELERS I I We speoolize in conveyor  belt  .I 
• "SAFELY". ~ ; i  I . . , . .~. : . : , . ,~. , .o. . . .  I i installations, splicing, and repairs I 
-~1~'¥~ I i ~ ~ a  Av . Te .  erracel I I  L OLNo '7880 t .F~RRIIODUCTS I I ; d " L " "  vulcanizing and pulley lagging I 
sl,o00,O00, liability for YOUR protection W i 4946 Greig Ave., Terrace 63|'8530 24 HOUR SERVICE 638,0663 I 
635-7400\  J L .  , ~ - -  - - - ' -  --' - ~ u 
¢ ,¢  
MUFFLERCENTRE 
:~. "If you're satisfied, tell others 
• . ,  i f  not . . ,  te l l  us . "  . 
" - t-] J - / ~ / ~  RON or AL .4918.Greig Ave. 
- Phone 638-1991 
• Commercial & 
• Plan early foryour home " Residential • 
or cabin. Free estimates. 638.1876 
Phone 635-7400 Nathan WoddeUn Electrical Contractor 
• 4931 Lazelle Ave., Terrace 
I I  
I I I 
TOTAL - First quality shop service 
- Fast, friendly and efficient 
BUSINESS SERVICES fu..~,.,, ot...d0... 
. TYPING - Complete personalized service 
• VOICE  PAGERS * PHOTOCOPYING : ": • Prices ore VERY', CompeiJtive • , 
,24-HOUR ANSWERING SERVICE AWWA Investments Ltd. , ~: L 638 8175 TERRACE ,SSO SERVICE 1918 
m 4630 Lakolse Ave., Terrace, B.C. %'- ~ 
-3238 Kolum St. , ,Terrace, i . ,  638-1168 ~ : ! ' 
I I , 
Jon's Photo Graphics s . , . . . . ,  ~.~,o.  for 
Weddings  John Radars Custom Framing  &itowmobllee * Marine 8Ul 
Portraits ' Mat Cutting 
Famiiy Sittings ~ Posters " TERRACE,EOUl 
5 Minute Passposts Limited Editions 
DryMounf in$  ' Laminating : ' SALES LTD. 
4609 Lakelse A ,e . ,~er race ,  B.C, Bus. 635-5288 SKIDOO 4441 Llkolme Ave., Terrsce 
Terrace, B,C. V8GIP9  ' Res. 635-5544 ' - -  " . " . . . . . .  " 
B&G 
GROCERY 
aundromat & Carwash 
Open 8:30- 10:30 daily 
2701 8, Kalum 635-6180 
Motorcycles • Chalneawe 
pplnoe r .~:' 
PMENT 
Ph. ~184 
. • . , I  °~ -< 
~ii ~iiiii~ ',  !i~'~• ? '~: ~•  
!7:~ ~~ . ~ / i 
:~ii!i l ¸i!::• • • 
columns the advantages and disadvan- 
tages of going into .business for oneself 
by (1) buying a franchise; and (2)start- ~
.: ing from scratch. A third choice is to 
buy all or part o fan existing business. 
The principal advantages of buying'an 
• existing businessare that it has an 
established performance r cord and, de- 
pending on the.quality of that record, is 
generally lessdifficuit to finance. 
!. by Phil Harti, You, as,the buyer; ~should be able to 
~Manager, Terrace find outwhatyou are getting for your• 
• Federal Business money by studying the books, observing 
Development• Bank actual operati0ns•andmaking your own 
independent assessments of the potential for growth. 
But it's not often that you can find a business to buy which 
meets all your requirements. Maybe it is because your re- 
quirements are unrealistic. If so, you should learn to-temper 
them. But maybe the business i  not up to your requirements 
because its present owner has made mistakes. 
The owner may be good at sales, for example, but a bad 
manager so that what is made over the counter is lost in inven- 
tory costs. The question for you, the buyer, is whether you can 
mairRain the sales •volume •while stablishing efficient inventory 
controls. 
• The object of going into business for oneself is to be suc- 
cessful. Success is more than simply continuing the operation of a 
business you buy at the same levels as,the pre~/ious owner. You 
should always look at an on-going business in the context of  
Ways that you, .as the new owner, can improve its performance. 
Again, as in starting a business from scratch, yo u should have 
experience in the field into which you are entering. You usually 
need such experience to be able to determine how you can im- 
prove the business you are buying. 
But in buying a business, there is more scope for learning by 
doing ~an is  found when starting from scratch, particularly if
you move cautiously. And a newcomer to the business can often 
see ways of improving it that a former owner has overlooked 
because of being too close to it. 
. . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . .  : , . . :  . . . . . . . . . . .  
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NeW h:aWl   takes Terrace 
The third busines, s optinn The NOrthalr Chamb'er'~ mine.committee di- governmenthave xpressed:con- ~. 
. . . . .  . .w . .  M~gGroup;  parex~tcompany rector, Grog  Townsend, said cern over recent monthsdue to 
We've briefiydiscussed inpreceding : : :of Newhawk gold: mines, -has thai'the agreement .means Tar- the number of mimng compa ............. 
given the Terrace ,and District race Will. be the center for pro- 
Chamber of Commerce yerbal 
assurance that the company will 
use Terrace as its main staging 
and supply area for the opera- 
tion of its Sulphurets gold mine 
viding the Sulphur ets with gro- 
ceries and other consumables, 
mining supplies and industrial 
services, transportation and ex- 
pediting. 
north of Stewart. Chamber president Dick 
. . . . . . .  -, - " Sharpies remarked, "It justgoes 
The information was released to show what a little. persistence 
• by the Chamber last Thursday 
after a meeting the previous day 
with Northair president Don 
McLeod and Sulph~ets mine 
, manager Mike Mracek. The 
and solid discussion can do .  
We're very happy that New- 
hawk has chosen Terrace as its 
main supply center." 
Local merchants and the city 
nies active in theStewart gold 
fields who have chosen Smithers 
as their staging area of choice. 
The reason given is generally, a
perception of greater weather 
reliability at the Smithers air- 
port. 
In committing to Terrace, 
Newhawk jo ins Skyline 
Resources and some of the com- 
panies doing initial exploration 
in the Iskut River gold belt in us- 
ing the community as an opera- 
tions center. 
Revenue Canada recently came to the aid of confused local taxpayers with a visit from 
S.T .A.C. -  the Seasonal Tax Assistance Centre. Staffed by Itinerant consultants, the booth 
was set up for five days in the Skeena Mall. Arno and Trudy Stach were two Terrace 
residents who took advantage of Irma Carplno's expertise to make their way through the 
new calculations. 
• Some aspects of an existing business can't be quickly changed 
even though change may be desirable. In such instances, you 
must have a viable plan .for changing the operation in ways that 
retain existing customers while attracting new ones. 
Careful and detailed planning is as essential in buying an ex- 
isting business as it is in starting from scratch. New business Travelling 
plans need to be made which include financial projections at:least 
three.years ahead. Market surveys need to be brought up to date. ,• 
whichThe op rationSthey can beef theimproved.business ne ds to be studied for ways in [ .[  ~ i p l~"~. i r~ i 4~ ~,J~ RiP 
A business should never be bought' just to satisfy the new 
own ',do, rotoboon ,ow.,,sho dbo ou h, to oim, tax - t ime 
proved, an objective which can be just as demanding as starting a
• business from scratch. It's time to g!ve the govern- 
Labor contract signed ment its due agmn, and m order to help people copewith this 
year's income tax form Revenue for Kemano completion Canada sentsomeexpertsupto 
• Terrace recently. 
As the initial stages of Alcan's When finished, the Keman0 Tax advisors Phil Oulton, Ir- 
Kemano Completion project get Completion project will add 540 ma Carpinoand Denise Boucher 
under way, the company an- megawatts of hydroelectric gen- set up in the Skeena Mall for 
five days, surrounded by pan- 
nounced on Feb. 22 that a col- erating capacity to Alcan's pres- els, counters and racks of forms 
lective agreement for the life of ent 896 megawatts. The project 
the project has been struck:be- Will involve new water release inside what they call  
tween the union representing all mechanisms at the Kenney Dam, the S.T.A.C. -- Season Tax 
Assistance Centre. During this construction workers on the site dredging of the Nechako reser- 
time of the year they spend most and an association Of employers voir, drilling 16 kilometers of 
of their time on the road, cover- who will be acting as contractors tunnel through the coast moan- 
to Alcan. tains between the generator site ing points all over B.C. and the 
The Allied • Hydro Council, and the reservoir, carving addi- Yukon. 
representing 17 trade unions, is tional areas out of the interior of Oulton said that up to Friday 
the bargaining agent for the the mountain for installation of •at 4 p.m. they had fielded a total 
workers. For the past 27 years four new generators, and string- of 455 inquiries from local tax- 
the Council has represented inga 63-kilometer t ansmission payers and handed out in- 
workers on a number of B.C. line between the Kemano numerable forms and tax 
hydroelectric projects, generating station and the Alcan schedules. Most of the ques- 
Alcan created the Kemano smelter in Kitimat. tions, Oulton said, involved the 
Completion Project Employers Alcan public affairs officer change from deductions to non- 
Association to set up a single Allan Hewitson said there Is refundable tax credits new to the 
1988 tax guide and eligibility for 
body for negotiating the con- currently a group of 42 workers the northern tax allowance. 
tract, on the site establishing what he Although there are some sub- 
The agreement includes tall- termed a "beach-head" camp. stantial changes to the standard 
dard wages and benefits from "All of 1989 will be preliminary T-I return form this year, Oul- 
the various master contracts for work," Hewitson remarked, ton  doesn't hink people should 
the individual trade unions. It "The major work will begin in be intimidated by it. "People 
also specifies tarting and quit- the spring of 1990." should be able to handle it if 
ring times and has provisions for they've prepared their own tax 
periodic leave for workers. The camp being built on the returns in the past, It's pretty 
There is a no-strike, no- site is intended to accommodate staightforward," he com- 
lockout clause in the agreement, about 200 workers, merited. ,
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Business 
Management Seminar 
~ AnF  ~ 41mnr ~ B B n F  ~ ~ ~nnnm ~ 
U J i manunB n n i n IB IB~IP  ~ ~nnmnnamp 41~EInBW 
Tax Tips 
For Small 
Businesses 
i n  ii i i 
This Seminar will provide various methods (o rightfully keep taxes to a 
minimum. The program includes everal points typically a=med at the 
small-sized business. 
FBDB's Management Seminars arestimulating and thought-provoking 
workshops. Through the case-study method, participants can assess 
their management approach and techniques in given situations. Group 
discussions and presentations enable participants o benefit from each 
other's experience. 
This Seminar will be held: 
DATE: March 22,, 1989 
TIME: 7:00-9:00 pm 
PLACE: lnn•.of the West, Terrace, B.C. 
Presented by: 
John McMynn, C.A. from 
Carlyle Shepherd & Co. 
S ~mm Registration fee for this three-hour Seminar- 
.'p.% Workshop 18 $25 and Includes all reference' 
I n l lb l  material and our after-eemlnar service. 
REGISTER NOW Wf fH  
Federal Business Development Bank - 635-49'31 
ask for Barb Cooper 
Visa and Mastercard Accepted 
Seating Is limited to 30 seats 
Selon la dernnnde, nee s6minalru sent offert= en franklin. 
~nnnm ~ 4mBI"  ABB~ BURn _ ~ANB~,  
Development Bank de ddveloppement 
Your success is our only bueineaal 
Canad  
i i i . i i i 
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Special , i : : ~i. ~ ii~i 
Olympics 
dr ive"  
beg  ns  ..... 
March is Special Olymp!cs 
month in Terrace, and through- 
out B.C., and people a~e being 
encouraged to "do,something 
special :for Someone speC!al"•. 
• Lastweek," in addition to the 
signing of' aproclamation '-by 
Mayor Jack Talstra, the Terirace 
McDonalds outlet auctioned Off 
all their store furnishings and 
donatedtheproceeds to the 
B.C, Special Olympics fund. 
The event raised about  
$6,000. 
The next event coming up this 
month is the "Celebrity Bowl- 
off - . .at  the Terrace Bowfing 
Alley March 11. The following 
week Prince Rupert will host he 
• B.C. Summer Games northwest- 
ern zone bowling finals, and in 
April the northern zone swim- 
ming championships will be held 
in Fort St. John. 
There are 34 registered Special 
Athletes in Terrace. 
Anyone who would fike to get 
involved in the Special Olympics 
as a volunteer can contact Ans 
Hendry at 635-494!. Local sup- 
porters can make cash donations 
through collection boxes at 
McDonalds. 
Meningitis 
available 
TERRACE -- The chief medical 
health of'ricer for the Skeena 
Health Unit said last week that 
reported outbreaks of a serious 
strain of meningitis on the west 
coast are exaggerated, but he 
added that the Health Unit is 
"actively watching" for cases in 
this region. 
Dr. David Bowering said men- 
ingitis can be caused by a 
number of different bacte.ia nd 
viruses of varying severity. The 
outbreak that made national 
headlines recently in Ontario 
was caused by meningococcus 
bacteria, a strain that Bowering 
said he hasn't seen in this region 
since he' came here one and a 
half years ago. 
Meningitis in the Northwest, 
he said, is more commonly a 
viral type called hemophylus-b. 
The disease is dangerous in all 
its forms, attacking the sheath- 
ing around the nerves. Initial 
symptoms are similar to the flu~ 
with fever and a stiffness in the 
neck. It acts quickly, leading to 
coma and death if untreated. 
Bowering said early treatment 
with antibiotics can control 
meningitis, and, for the 
hemphylus-b type, there is also a 
vaccine. 
The vaccine is available from 
the Skeena Health Unit. Bower- 
ing ~d the inoculation program 
began about a year ago, so 
children who received their stan- 
dard  series of immunizations 
before that  time will not have 
protection. 
FOr further information call 
H th u' t' 
To klck off March as Speclal Olymplcs month, Mayor 
Jack Talstra slgned a proc!amatlon. Present at the slgn- 
Ing were • local Speclal Olymplcs volunteer coordinator 
| 
Ans Hendry and two special athletes, Marlene Sampare 
and Bonnie Edger. 
, - . . . 
March 7 - 31 -- The Northwest 
Show, sponsored by the Regional Arts Council, will be 
held at the Terrace Public ArtGallery. Entry forms are 
now availableat he TerracePublic Art Gallery, Terrace 
Public Library and Walinda Crafts. For further informa- 
tion, call 635-9960. 
Wednesday, March 8 -- The Terrace Elks and order of 
the Royal Purple will be holding a joint social and infor- 
mation night for men and women at 8 p.m. in the Elks: 
Hall, 2822 Tetrault St. Anyone wishing to learn more 
about the two Lodges is welcome to attend. For more in, 
formation, contact Alan at 635-2577, AI at 635-7556, 
Lawrence at 635-3160 or Jim at 635.6790. 
Wednesday, March 8 -- The Terrace Single Parents ~ 
Association Will be 'having guest speaker Rosemarle 
Fleming, R.P.N., at their meeting which takes place at 
7:30 p.m., 4542 Park Ave. She has extensive experience 
in an advisory capacity to address the particular needs 
of single parents. Phone Dabble at 635-4383 after 4 p.m. 
or Richard at 635-7762 for further information or to ar- 
range transportation. 
Wednesday, March 8 - -  International Women's Day 
1989: March 8th is the day of eachyear when we take 
time to consciously celebrate women, their strengths 
and achievements. We share a commonality of female 
experience with our sisters around the world and on 
March 8th, we recognize and embrace this solidarity. On 
March 8th, we will acknowledge the bravery and dedica- 
tion of women through the years who have risked per- 
sonal security In the struggle for equality for all women 
in all spheres. On March 8th, we will look to the future 
and realize the Importance and necessity of women's 
contributions to the solutions of our persent global 
dilemmas. Together we will commit ourselves to the 
task. Women, please Join us today as we celebrate 
together. The Terrace Women's Resource Centre will be 
the location of a potluck lunch and Open House from 
11:30 until 3:00. See you there! For further Information, 
call 638-0228. 
J 
Thursday, March 9 -- The Skeenaview Lodge Reunion 
planning committee will be holding a meeting at 7:30 
p.m. In the Senior Citizen's lounge, 4623 Tuck Ave. 
Thursday, March 9 -- Bafo Nyanga, a member of the 
South African Congress of Trade Unions will be speak- 
ing at the Carpenters' Hall at 7:30 p.m. Come and hear 
about South Africa today. Sponsored by Kitimat-Terrace 
& District Labour Council ~ (635-6410) and Northwest 
Development Education Association (635-2436). 
Saturday, March 10 -- There will be a Puppet Show at 
the Terrace Public Library at 2 p.m. featuring "Mouse 
Woman and the Snee.Nee-lq", a North Coast Indian 
tale. Every welcome. No charge. For more Information, 
call the Library at 638-8177. 
Saturday, March 11 -- The Skeena Valley Golf and 
Country Club will hold its Spring Social Evening at 8 
p.m. in the clubhouse. Anyone wishing Information 
about golf for the 1989 season is Invited to attend as the 
men's and ladles' club captains and members of the 
board of directors will be In attendance. A draw for two 
50 percent membership discounts will be held for 
members paying thelrdues that evening. 
i 
Coming  Events  • 
ngeertif °nPr°" Regional Jurled Ar t  March 11 and 12-- National Coachi icati 
gram Theory Level I, with course conductor, Shannon 
Murdoch. Held at Thornhill Jr. Sec. School from 9 a.m. to 
5 p.m. both days. Sponsored by the Terrace Parks & 
Recreation Department. 
• Monday, March 18 - -  "Assertive Training for Teens", 
3:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. at the Northwest Counselling Cen- 
tre Group Room, 4603 Park Ave. this courseis for teens 
• between the ages of 13 and 18, designed to teach basic 
communication skills and techniques for Improving 
relationships, Please register by calling Lil Farkvam or 
Lynn Hughes at 638.8311. 
Tuesday, March 14 - -  The public is Invited to attend the 
next regular school board meeting, School District No. 
88 (Terrace) at 7:30 p.m. at Hazelton Secondary School. 
Thursday, March 16 -- The Adoptive Parents' Support 
Group will met at the Terrace Women's Centre, 4542 
Park Ave. at 7:30 p.m. A Resource person will attend to 
facilitate discussion of special needs children. For 
more Information, call Lori at 635,9533. 
Saturday, March 18 -- Social Credit Women'.s Auxiliary 
are sponsoring a social evening to meet with The 
Honourable Dave Parker, MLA for Skeena, from 5 to 7 
p.m. at the Terrace Hotel Skeena room. Hors d'oeuvres 
and coffee will be served. Please come and bring a 
friend. There Will be a small charge at the • door. Contact 
• Joyce at 635-4277 or Jean at 635-2192 to confirm. 
Recreation Department .
Saturday, March 18 -- The Muks-Kum-OI Elders will be 
holding' a Basket Special at 6 p.m. at the Kermode 
Friendship Centre, 3313 Kalum Street. For more Infor- 
mation, call Vernon Joseph at 6354906.. 
Saturday, March 18 -- The Independent Order of 
Foresters, Court Skeena#1318, will be holding their an-  
nual Installation of officers. All members are encourag, 
ed to attend. For more Information, call Shlrlee at 
635-2635 or Rose Marie at 635-6985. 
Saturday, March 18 -- The Terrace Peaks Gymnasti~ 
Club will be holding its spring registration from 10:30 
a.m. to 4 p.m. at theSkeena Mall for children ages 3 and 
up. Gymnastics Is the perfect sport for both boys and 
girls because It Improves coordination, self confidence 
and keeps you fit. 
March 18 and 19 -- The Terrace & District Multicultural 
Association will be holding a workshop on stereo-typing 
and prejudice In the library basement. The films "Brown 
Eyes, Blue Eyes" and "Anglotown" will be shown. For 
more information, phone 638-1594. 
Friday, March 31 - -  Is the registration deadline for the 
Northern Women's Conference to be held in. Prince 
George April 28, 29 and 30, 1989. You don't have to 
belong to any organization to take part In this con- 
ference. Travel Subsidy available. For further informa- 
tion, call Angels at 635-5445 or Carol at 635-2695; or 
write Conference '89, 3903 Simpson Crescent, Terrace, 
B.C. V8G 3M1. 
Saturday. Apdl 15 , -  Children's concert by "Gurnboot 
Lollipop,' at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre at I p,m. Sponsored 
by the Terrace French Preschool. 
; • . . 
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Famine goal set 
' NWCC Recreation Direc- 
tor, Kim Cordeiro, displays 
one of the receipt books fo r  
the World Vision "30 Hour 
Famine" that several college 
and Caledonia Senior Sec- 
ondary students will be using 
whencollecting pledges for 
this worthwhile cause. The 
college goal is to raise $6,600 
during their 30-hofir fast this 
Friday and Saturday to help 
establish an agricultural co- 
operative, a clothing in-  
dustry, upgrade health care 
and the pre-school program 
from, i00 to 150 in the small 
Brazilian community of 
Acude dos P inheros.  
Caledonia students will hold 
their 30-hour famine the 
following weekend and their 
target is to raise several thou- 
sand dollars for similar pro- 
jects in Kabadula, Malawi, 
Africa. 
New parking regs at airport 
this time, they'll be enforced 
:~There have been parking me- 
ters at the Terrace-Kitimat ir- 
port since the mid-1970's. But 
while many honest citizens have 
dutifully •plunked in nickles and 
dimes for years, many others 
have not. 
And what happened to these 
cheaters? Were they towed away 
or did they get a parking ticket? 
I f  you're one of those honest 
citizens you may be dismayed to 
find out that nothing happened 
to them -- use of those parking 
meters has never been enforced. 
But don't despair. The Minis- 
try of Transport has approved a
new system for the Terrace Air- 
port and soon everyone will pay 
a token amount -- or the price 
for their failure to do so. 
According to airport manager 
Darryl Laurent, the new system 
will probably go into effect 
sometime this spring and cost 
motorists 25 cents per hour or a 
$1.50 a day for a ticket stub. The 
stub must ~ then be left on the 
parked vehicle's dashboard: 
And motorists who have 
developed the bad habit of not 
paying over 
- -  ~ . - .  
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: hosts annual ethnic par 
Over 100 Canadians of many ticipants contributed traditional ming songs. - '::i 
racial origins gathered together foods from their homelands, After desserts were thorough- 
Saturday evening, February25, and many were attired in ly sampled, tables were pushed -
fo r  a multicultural feast at authentic ostuine. Decorations back and ethnic entertainment 
Thornhill Community Hall. included flags of 15 nations as and dances enjoyed. Among 
well as the Canadian and B.C. these were the precarious 
by Pam Whitaker flags, streamers, baUoons, Phillipino 'pole dance', at which 
flowers, and Mexican Pinnatas. many young people tried their 
The sumptuous repast was the Messages from Skeena,:MP skill. 
culmination o f  Multicultural Jim Fulton and Skeena MLA 
Week in Canada held February Dave Parker preceded the meal, The aims of the Terra~ 
19 to 26. Other functions held read by Master of Ceremonies Multiculturai Association are 
during this week were presenta- Parker Okano. Terrace Mayor to strengthen communication 
tions'in local schoolS. Ja~:k Talstra, who was in atten- among ethnic groups and rela- 
Richness and diversity, of dance, gave a short address, tions with the community. It is 
tastes and smells, riotous color The 'blessing' Was given by also to help immigrants adjust o 
and interesting variations mark- 89-year-old Eva Carlick, who Canadian society and to par- 
ed this evening of celebration of later, in full costume, demon- ticipate fully in society without 
our Canadian' mosaic. Par- strated Tahltan ,.native drum- losing their values. 
Hall St. flooding gets 
Public Works attention 
TERRACE n City council's inthe area has been the cause of says the only preventative meas- 
Planning and Public Works the flooding which has been a ure that has taken place to date 
Committee will be investigating problem for several years. She is the installation of a small 
complaints of flooding at the says the flooding occurs every culvert at 2702 Hall which has 
intersection of Haugland and spring with melting snow and done "absolutely nothing" for 
Hail. The move follows a pres- dui'ing times of heavy rain. She the problem at the intersection. 
entation at the February 27 added that a more recent prob- And usa result, she says, the 
regular council meeting, where lem ~-  settling roads --  has constant expansion and contrac, 
Josephine Buck of 2701 Hall St. caused the excess water to over- tion of the road bed over the 
complained of "mini-lakes" at flow into her driveway and base- years has left residents with 
the intersection and gave council ment. "their own speed bumps" at an 
a Petition containing 30 According to Buck the prob- intersection which some neigh- 
signatures, lem has existed "for many bors call ,a  danger to children" 
Buck complained that inade- years" and was scheduled t0 be and others avoid• altogether. 
quatedrainage and storm sewers repaired "many times'•' but she Buck says the problem must 
" I "A  .L--. be  corrected and asked that B C .ulspliLs shares council give it consideration be. 
• " fore fin~li~ing the Public Works 
B.C. Tel shareholders will be , 'By splitting each issued and budget for i989. Alderman 
asked to vote" on a proposed outstanding ordinary share into Dave Hull agreed th~it he prob- 
two-for-one subdivision of the two ordinary shares, we are lem was serious. In sending the 
company's common shares at making B.C. Tel stock more at- matter to committee, Aid. Ruth 
the annual general meeting on tractive to the smaller investor,': Hallock said, "We are very 
April 6, 1989, the company an- said chairman and chief ex- aware of the difficulties," and, 
nounced last week. "ecutive officer Gordon F. Mac- "It has already been included in 
B.C. Tel's board of directors Farlane. the overall drainage picture for 
enacted the by-law Feb. 15. This is only the third share the year." Several other com- 
plaints from Weber, South Ka- Pending approval by two-thirds split in B.C. Tel's nearly 100 lum and Graham Ave. are also 
of the votes castat he.annual year* history. 
general meeting, itwil come into under consideration. 
effect May 1, 1989. 
pay for their years of neglect. 
Laurent says that the old me- 
.ters were geared for the 
economy of the seventies and 
cost only a nickel for a half-hour 
or a dime for an hour. He says 
that in the past it has been most- 
lychildren begging their parents 
for coins to keep the meters tick- 
ing that have been the main con- 
tributors to the meters. And 
what happened to all that 
change? According to Laurent, 
it contributed about $500 a year 
towards the operation of the ter- 
the years, will now .minal. 
On behalf of the British Columbia Coalition of the Disabled, we would like to 
thank the following local people and businesses for their support and donations 
which made our conference hearing,, "A TASK FORCE ON TRANSPoRTA- 
TION ', su h ' c a success. , , 
i 
Canada Safeway, Overwaltea Foods, Terrace; Co,op, The!?D0nut FactO~;":~m Horton's 
Donuts, Central Flowers, Diana W ongj Rudy, Motschiinig (NWCC &Comm~Mty ~rvlees), Helen 
Haselmeyer, and the press, " ": :~*:~ ~ ~ : 
' ;~ 3tk  
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Terrace and District 
Victims Assistance program 
VOLUNTEERS NEEDEDI 
T VAP is presently accepting applications from 
people interested in becoming vICrlMS SERVICE 
WORKERS. 
Successful applicants will receive 30-40 hours of 
training and must be R.C.M.P. SecurityScreened. 
VICTIMS SERVICE WORKERS will deal directly 
with Victims of Crime 
acting as a liaison person between the Courts, 
Police; Social Agencies and the Victim. 
m Candidates must be mature, responsible in- 
dividuals who possess strong inter-personal 
skills. 
m be 19 years of age or older 
be willing to make a comrnittment to work i6 
hoursper month. 
Interested persons should contact the TVAP Co- 
ordinator, Karen Walker, or Cst. Ewen Harvie at 
6,111kU3a or can pick up an information package 
from the Terrace R.C.M.P. 
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By tapping the resources of the Skeena Junior Secondary library, some of those tougher 
homework assignments can almost become fun. By using the school's computer-based en- 
cyclopedia and other state-of-the-art references, student time once spent on laborious 
research is now used to learn more interesting facts. Above, Grade 10 students Troy 
Hanson and Rob Burg use some of the school's resources to complete a recent assignment. 
Your chance to get invo lved-  
Kssn House -- Call us for support and Infor- 
mation if you are a victim of mental or physical 
abuse. We're available 24 hours a day to 
women, men and children. Phone 635-6447. 
The Alzhelmer Information line: phone 
635.3178. 
ALANON: for family and friends of alcoholics. 
If someone else'e drinking Is affecting your 
life, please Join us In Alanon. Meetings are on 
Monday nights at 8 p.m. in the meeting room 
on the Psychiatric ward of Mills Memorial 
Hospital. For Information or support In a time 
of need, call 638-1291. 
ALATEEN: for young people affected by some- 
one el.o's drinking. In Alateen you can meet 
others who share your experience, and loam 
about alcoholism as an Illness. If alcohol Is a 
problem In your family, come to an Alateen 
meeting on Thursdays from 3:30 to 4:30 at 
Skeena Junior Secondary, Room 111. For more 
information, call 635-2436. 
A.C.O.A., Adult children of alcoholics and 
dlsfunctional families, meetings on Thursdays 
at Knox United Church from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. 
For more Information, call 638-8117. 
The Terrace Child Development Centre needs 
volunteers to assist our therapy and pro-school 
staff with individual treatment programs. Ac. 
tivitlee include: bike riding, swimming 'and 
other staff recommendations. For more infer- 
matlon contact Maureen or Monique at 
635.9388 or 635-7557. 
The Terrace Youth Centre's hours are: For 10 
to 19 year aids, Tuesdays and Wednesdays, 7 - 
9 p.m.; For 13.19 year aids Fridays, 8:30 p.m. 
to midnight. We offer a variety of programs to 
Interest everyone who comes through the TYC 
or you can Just hang out, It's up to you. We are 
always In the market for volunteers tool The 
Terrace Youth Centre is located at 4634 Welsh 
Avenue In the old Ukrainian Hall, phone 
635-2018. -
Every Monday evoning It's Cdbbage Night at 
Terracevlew Lodge from 7 to 9 p.m. Everyone In 
the community Is Invited to drop In and catch 
the action. 
Terrace Association for Community Living 
needs advocates for handicapped people IIv- 
Ing In Terrace. For more Information please 
phone Janlca at 635-9322. 
Terrace Toastmasters -- Do you find It difficult 
to prepare and •give a talk? Turn to 
Toastmasters for help. Meetings are the first 
and third Tuesday of each month at Northwest 
Community College, room 206, at 7:30 p.m. For 
Information, contact Dick Evans at 635-7068. 
Do you need a break? Come to COFFEE 
BREAK, an Interdenominational Bible study for 
women. FREE nursery for Infants and toddlers. 
Children ages 3 to 5 will love Storyhour. Every 
Wednesday, 9:30 a.m. to 11 a.m. at the Chris- 
tian Reformed Church, corner of Sparks and 
Straume. Also, Bible study 7:45 p.m. to 9 p.m. 
No previous knowledge expected. For more In- 
formation or transportation, call Hllda at 
635-7871 or RUth at 835-2621. We look forward 
tO seeing youl 
The Terrace Friends and Families of 
Schizophrenics Is a support group that meets 
once per month. Meetings are the 3rd Tuesday 
of the month at 7:30 p.m. at the Psych. Con- 
ference Room at Mills Memorial Hospital. One 
aim of the group .Is to provide community 
education about this illness. Anyone wishing 
to learn more or become part of this group Is 
welcome to attend the meetings. Please call 
638-3325 for further information. 
The Terrace Duplicate Bddge Club meets every 
Wednesday at 7:15 p.m. at Caledonia Senior 
Secondary In the cafeteria. Anyone Interested 
in playing please contact Ellen Smith at 
• 635-4096 or May McFarland at 635-2875. 
Everyone welcome. 
One Parent Family meetings are held • the sec- 
ond Wednesday of every month. For more In- 
formation phone Debble at 635-4383 or Helen 
at 635-4338. 
Skeena Valley Rehekah Lodge holds regular 
meetings every second and fourth Wednesday 
of the month at 8 p.m. in the Oddfellow's Hall, 
3222 Munroe, Terrace. For more Information 
call 635-2470. 
Please, assist the less fortunate of Terrace. 
The Anti-poverty Group Society Is receiving 
donations from people of good .will, so that 
they may continue helping disadvantaged peo- 
ple. Send your contribution to treasurer 
Josephine Buck, Room 200, 4721 Lazelle Ave., 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 1"1"3. Phone 635-4631. 
Terrace Minor Hockey Is looking for coaches, 
managers, division heads, and referees for the 
upcoming season. Those Interested should 
phone Sandy Marshall at 635-7623 evenings, or 
Dick KIIborn at 635-3661 evenings, or 635-6511 
during the day. 
Terrace Contract Bridge Club plays the 1st and 
3rd Thursday of each month at the Legion. 
Register by Sept. 30. Please contact Elaine at 
635-2965 or Llnda at 635-5992 or 635-9141. 
The Terrace Women's Resource Centra'a 
operating hours are Monday to Friday, 12 noon 
to 4 p.m. and Tuesday evenings from 7 p.m. to 9 
p.m. We offer confidential support, Informs- 
tion, referrals, legal Info., support groups, 
drop-in centre and more. 4542 Park Ave., phone 
638.0228. 
The Royal Purple Lodge #216, Terrace holds 
me,tinge the 2nd and 4th Mondays of every 
month. For Information and membership, 
please phone 635-6643 or 635-2415. 
The Happy Gang Centre for Seniors offers the 
following activities: Tuesdays: 10 a.m., sewing 
and quilting; 7:30 p.m., crlbbege and bridge. 
Wednesdays: I p.m., carpet bowling; Fridays: 2 
p.m., bingo. First Saturday of every month: 8 
a.m. to 11 a.m., panoake breakfast. Monday 
through Friday every week: 11:45 a.m. to I p.m., 
lunch. ,Second Thursday of every month: 2 
p.m., general meeting of the B,C.O.A.P.O 
Branch 73. For further info., contact he Happy 
Gang Centre, 3226 Kalum St, at 635-g0g0. 
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. Sacred*Heart Catho!icChurch 
IMa~ Time. . ! i-!;.ii:. /,Pastor: ::" 
Saturdayi 7:30 p.m, , ~ " " 'Fr.'AIIon F. Noonan : 
Sundays: 9:00 a.m. ~ O.M. I . .  * 
"4830 StraumeAvenue: i i, 63 15'2313 
St. Matthew's Anglican Episcopal Church 
Sunday Survicee: . EL Rector Rev;: 
9 a.m. & 11 a.m. ' Hermann Dittrich 
.-, ~ ~ ~ ore held dating the 9 o.m..senti.. Child core is'  
avai~ble duflng the 9 o.m. service. 
4506 bakelse Avenue " ' " 1 635-9019 
Christ Lutheran Church 
Starting Sunday January I. Worship Service at, 12 noon 
Sunday School 10:30 a.m. 
Pastor:. Donald P. Bolstad 
3229 Sparks Street 635-5520 
Terrace SeVenth-Day Adventist Church 
Sabbath khool:  
Saturday 9:30 a.m. 
Divine Servica: 
Saturday 11:00 a.m. 
• 3306 Griffiths 
Pastor" 
Ole Unruh - -  135-7513 
Preyer Nleetlng: 
Wednesday 7:00 p.m. 
635-3232 
.. 11 . l  
Evangelical Free. Church 
Sunday School: Pastors: 
(for all ages) 
9:45 a.m. 
Sunday Services: 
8:30 a.m. / 11:00 o.m. 6:30 p.m. 
~0. .~.~arks  Street 
Jim Westman 
Gordon Froese 
Prayer Meeting: 
Wed. 7:00 p.m. 
635-5115 
Knox United Church 
Sunday W~r0hlp: Minister: 
10:30 a.m. Stan Bai.ley 
Sunday khooh Youth Group: 
10:30 a.m. 6:30 p.m. 
4907 Lazelle Ave. 635-6014 
Terrace Pentecostal Assembly 
Associate Pastor:. 
Sunday School: 
10:00 a.m. 
Morning Service: 11:15 a.m. 
3511 Eby Street 
Fasten 
John Caplln 
Cliff Slebert 
Prayer Time: 
6~00 p.m. 
Evening service: 6:30 p.m. 
635-2434 
The Alliance Church 
Family Bible khooh pastor: Rick Wlebe 
9:45 a.m. Ass't Pastor:Douglas Ginn 
Divine Worship: 11:00 a.m. Fellowship Service 6:30 p.m. 
All are cordially Invited 
Youth Ministr ies,  Home Bible Studlw , _V is i ta t ion  
4923 Agar Avenue 635-7727 
The Salvation Army 
Sunday Services; 
9:30 a.m. Christian IEducatlon (all ages) 
I1:00 a.m. Holiness Meeting 7:00 p.m. Salvation Meeting 
For Further Information call 
4643 Walsh Avenue (kllS-t4|0 
Christian Reformed Church.- 
Bunchy 8wvloee: Proton 
11 a.m. & § p.m. Peter 81uye -- 635-2621 
Co,,, ~ , , .  ~,ee.* .m~.. s~ 
Wedneedayo 9:30 IL m. & 7.45 p.m. 
3602 Sparks 6a5-6178 
- - . : • . . 
I' fOr Books 
. . . .  adventures from B,C.' labor relations scene may :~ N e W  take place in the health care 
Miohener and Engel .......... collectlvearena" OnMarch 31thecm/rentagreement b we n the 
by Andrea Deakin 
:The end of January saw the launching of Book" Tokens 
Canada. For  over 50 years a book token scheme has flourished in 
the,United Kingdom, and now the Canadian Booksellers Associa. 
,ion has launched a similar scheme here. It certainly makes it a 
loteasier to give a booldover the gift of their choice without 
duplicationl It also solves the difficult problem of what to give a 
child with changing tastes, or what to present as a prize or a 
token of thanks to a guest speaker. A wide choice of gift cards 
covers every occasion. To these are added tokens to the value you 
wish to give. The recipient can take this gift certificate intoany 
participating bookstore and exchange it for books to the value of 
the card. Nearly 50 bookstores in British Columbia have joined 
the scheme already. 
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The story line of James Michener's Journey.was originally a
part of his novel Alaska. When his U.S. publisher requested that 
he shorten the manuscript of that book, the suggestion was made 
• that he cut out a stow set in Canada. James Michener was at- 
tached to the tale however, He had spent a considerable amount 
of time researching this segment, and he was distressed to feel it 
would not be published. He restored parts of  the original 
manuscript which had been cut to fit Alaska, and set out to 
search*for a Canadian publisher who would publish the story. So 
Journey came into .existence. 
Journey is the story of a grouP of men from England who set 
'H eailth labo b g att le b rewin 
* | The next-:big dustup on the ' A Professmnal respomibility the ne~ bargaining session *.as. 
Health Labour Relations Asso- 
ciation and the B.C. Nurses 
Unionexpires. 
• The~;HLRA represents 142 
hospitals and other health care 
institutions, and the BCNU rep- 
resents about 17,000 nurses 
who staff them. Contract' nego- 
tiatiom began Feb. 9, and the 
nurses are talking tough. 
Initial discussions closed with 
a falling-out over the issue of a 
media blackout on the negotia- 
tions, with the BCNU claiming 
that the HLRA wanted to ex- 
tend the embargo to cover pub- 
lic discussion of all health care 
issues, not just the contract 
talks. 
Just before a second meeting 
on Feb. 20, the BCNUsent out a 
public summary of their bar- 
gaining position: 
• Average wage increases of 33 
percent - -  the starting rate for 
general duty hospital nurses 
would go from $15.07 per hour 
to $20. 
clause in the collective agree- 
ment hat would allow nurses tO 
correct patimt care problems 
where they work. 
• Shorten the work week from 
37-1/2 hours to 35, allow more 
flexible Scheduling, and reduce 
the number of consecutive shifts 
nurses are required to work 
from Seven to five. 
• Improved provisions for shift 
differentials, call-backs and 
overtime, aud the introduction 
of a weekend wage premium. 
• -More exact occupational 
health and safety provisions, 
allowing nurses the right to re- 
fuse work in unsafe conditions; 
better monitoring of gases and 
other workplace hazards, and a 
formal agreement on safe staff- 
ing levels. 
• Paid professional develop- 
ment ime. 
Ursula Althaus, Terrace rep- 
resentative for the BCNU, said 
in an interview last week, 
"They've just Started talks, so 
there hasn't been anything 
earth-shattering happen yet. 
They're still going through each 
others' proposals." Althaus aid 
scheduled to begin March  6. 
• Mills Memorial.Hospital em- 
• ploDs8.1 BCNU members.- ........ :: .......... 
The nurses are tying i the~ 
- contract proposals to health care 
issues, saying that an~iiing 
gained in the areas o f  wages, 
Working conditions, and other 
job-related: factors for the 
BCNU will be reflected in better 
patient care in B.C. hospitals, 
long-term care facilities and 
other health institutions. Their 
figures state that B.C. has the 
second lowest paid care hours 
per patien[ day of any province 
in Canade~ , and ranks sixth in 
maximum wage leverfor general 
duty nurses and fourth in start- 
ing wage rate. 
The BCNU says the B.C. 
health care system is beginning 
to go through a recruitment 
crunch for hospital nurses, with 
the average monthly vacancy 
rate in 1988 - -  467-  being the 
higllest his decade. 
In a statement three days pri- 
or to the last bargaining session, 
BCNU president Pat Savage 
said, "Since the early part of 
this decade, the system has been 
out for the gold fields of the,Klondike~ The group consisted of 
Lord Luton, an experienced xpl0rer; his cousin Harry 
Carpenter; his nephew Phih'p Hemlow; Philip's close friend, poet 
Trevor Blythe, and Lord Luton's gamekeeper, Timothy Fogarty. 
Lord Luton makes one stipulation; the route must not cover 
American soft. In Edmonton the group finds conflicting informa- 
tion. Luton leads his group down the Athabasca nd Mackenzie 
Rivers through terrible conditions. It takes Luton one hundred 
weeks to reach the Klondike, a journey others have done in fif- 
teen weeks, and three members of the party are lost. 
Written in disciplined, tightly-knit prose, suggestive of similar 
accounts written at the turn of the century, Journey proves just 
how good a writer Michener can be. The atmosphere, the  
character of the men, the pity and compelling drama of the 
tragedy are firmly and effectively presented. In this book, 
Michener has encapsulated the harsh land and the folly and 
courage of men. He has burnished and perfected the tale, and i t  
remains vividly in the mind. Journey is published by McClelland 
and Stewart at $24.95. 
When Pambos Kiriakis hires Benny Cooperman to find a miss. 
ing list, Benny has no idea how far the search will take him, The 
list includes the names of some of Grantham's most influential 
citizens, citizens who have borrowed paintings at some time from 
Arthur Tallon's Contemporary Gallery. Benny soon finds that art 
can lead to murder, ,his client is found dead, and the shoes peek- 
ing from under a curtain at the scene of the crime are Benny's. 
The trail leads from the mysterious death of Napoleon on St. 
Helena to a massacre at Cyprus, a British officer, and backto 
Grantham. Howard Engel enjoys a complex plot, and A Victim 
Must be Found is no exception. With great skill and ingenuity, he 
weaves together all his str~inds, taking a sideways look at the 
world of art collecting and small town rivalries on the way. 
Howard Engel has written one of the best Benny Cooperman 
mysteries to date, offering not only a lively intriguing stow, but 
also a Benny much more in depth. It is as if the character has 
shedsome of his eccentricities for the real man to come through, 
and a most sympathetic character he has become, complex, 
almost Uncertain about life; like many. of us, part tart, sharp and 
brittle, part compassion and,understanding. Perhaps it is time for 
Benny to leave his small town and tackle.the world. A Victim 
Must beFound is published by Penguin Books at $22.95. 
I 
I ARE YOU GETTING THE MOST 
OUT OF YOUR COMPUTER? 
IF NOT... 
CALL 635-3444 ANY ASK FOR RAINER. 
- ONE-on.ONE Training In Most Business Appllcat!ons 
- OH-SITE Software Troubleshooting . : 
. ACCOUNTING Software Installation & ConvmMons in Major 
package~ Including ACCPAC, BEDFORD, & NEW VIEWS 
• GENERAL COMPUTER CONSULTING and SYSTEM8 SETUP 
• i .  | i I RAINIER GIANNEUA SYSTEMS, P.O. BOX 621, TEIMACE IS.C,, VgG 4B8 
leOdl sin.u44. 
• i r 
South African to speak 
in schools, public forum 
Terrace residents interested 
in getting first-hand information 
on the current situation in South 
Africa will have their chance 
tomorrow night. 
Bafo Nyanga, a member of 
the South African Congress of 
Trade'Unions, ~ will be speaking' 
at the Carpenters' Hall March 9, 
beginning at 7:30 p.m. 
Nyanga was born in the Cape 
province of South Africa in 
1954. While working as a lab 
assistant in a chloride plant that 
manufactured battery elements 
he attempted to organize work- 
ers into a union. He later helped 
organize the South African 
Allied Workers and became an 
executive member of the United 
Democratic Front, and after- 
ward was involved in founding 
the South Mr,can Congress of 
Trade Unions. 
He escaped South Africa in 
1985 and is now posted in Cana- 
da as a representative of 
SACTU. 
In addition to his appearance 
at the Carpenters' Hall, Nyanga 
will also be speaking to students 
at Skeena and  Caledonia 
schools. 
Nyansa's visit to the North- 
west is being sponsored by the 
Kitimat-Terrace and District La- 
bour Council and the North 
West Development Education 
Association. For more informa- 
tion call 635-6410 or 635-2436.. 
eroding. Today, staffing levels 
are in crisis, and most of our 
patients do not receive the quali- 
ty of care which we have been 
educated to provide. 
"...We will no longer try to 
'make do' with a chronic nurs- 
ing shortage that hurts us and 
our patients, we will no longer 
accept intolerable conditions for 
ourselves and our patients. We 
will no longer carry the whole 
load when employers and the 
provincial government fail to 
meet their responsibilities for 
health care." 
~ = ' j j j . - . - ~ % % -  
I PSYCHIC  LLANA 
| 
..' RETURNS. 
l 
[ Past, .present and Future Revealed 
l .  
: Terrace: "- Smithers: 
t 
: March 19 thru 24 March 28 thru 30 
In Smithers Phone: 
Roxane 847.5752 
In Terrace Phone: 
Sharlene 635-5338 
One hour session $25.00 
by appointment 
DOORS OPEN AT-4:30 P .M.  
GO.¢)O ® 
LuckyDollar Bingo Palace 
. .4  - .=%.  
......... 4818 Highway 16 West 
* SUNDAY: Terrace Athletics Association 
MONDAY: Terrace Minor Hockey 
TUESDAY: Kermode Friendship Society 
• WEDNESDAY: Terrace Blueback Swim Club 
THURSDAY: 747 Air Cadets 
Ladies of the Royal Purple 
FRIDAY: Canadian Paraplegic Association 
SATURDAY: B.C. Paraplegic Foundation 
Terrace Peaks Gymnastic Club 
Kinsmen (Alternate) 
Regular EVERYONE WELCOMEI  18: Games (A0e,,y--. .~,) 6 
Thank you/Have a Nice dayl 
Extra 
Games 
18 Terrace'Revlew-- Wednesday, March S, 1989 
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By Jack EIrod I 
Weadng proud smiles after receiving Kermodei bear pins 
from Mayor Jack Talstra are Coral-Jean Dennis and Kristi 
Panchuk. Doing more than most who work on their citizen- 
ship badges, these two members of the 3rd Kitsumkalum 
Guides sat through an entire council meeting from adop- 
tion of minutes to new business. 
n~n~l  o d•m-r lp l  • i /  
TAURUS " 
Apr.20-May 20 
GEMINI 
Ma~ 21~lune 20 
CAN'CER 
~une 21-,July 22 
. LFA) 
.llul), 23-Aug. 22 
VIRGO 
- Aug,23.Sept. 22 
LIBRA " 
Sept. 23-0ct. 22 
SCORPIO 
Oct. 23-Nov. 21 
SAGII"rARIUS 
Nov. 22-Dec. 21 
CAPRICORN 
Dee. 22-Jan. 19 
AQUARIUS 
Jan. 20-Feb. 18 
PISCES 
Feb. 19-Mar. 20 
~l l l . l l .  l J . l l lO~) .O l  'WII.UII~ ) ) I I I I  | i i l l~  I ( I 'V%/ I I IU I I I .~ . l l .  I I I ,~II I I . , I I I .~ 
and much can be accomplished. 
Greater financial and professional gain can be 
real!zeal if you direct your efforts to that goal. 
Avoid taking too much for granted in your rela- 
tionships. Be tolerant or the thoughts and feel- 
ings o f partner. 
Be discriminating when it comes to charitable 
deeds. Others may play on },our sympathies and 
find you'a "soft touch." 
The happiness and well-being of others is of 
genuine concern to you, Group activities increase 
your awareness of society's weaknesses, 
A driving ambition for wealth and status is good 
- -to a poinl. A position el" trust brings responsi- 
bility. 
Transits favor sludy at a higher level. Spiritual or 
cultural pursuits can unlock the door to another 
wayoflife." . '. ' . ~: , ' 
You may find yourself ~ctiveiy engaged in raising . . . .  
funds for educational or charitable institutions. 
Good record keeping isvital. 
A friendly, cooperative approach in relation- 
ships with male or partner brings forth a similar • 
response from others. 
There's a lot of nervous energy to be directed at 
improving conditions at work. Drive in the right 
direction. 
Reasonable financial investments and Specula- 
tions will probably do well. Carried to excess, it 
points to problems. 
Beautifying the home environment bring~ pleasure 
t 9 the doer, as well ~s those who share in the results. 
Sally Forth By Oreg Howard 
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(i'~iit-:an/effortto prevent clutter 
~~--and distraction .from lining the 
iprovince's~roads, the Ministry 
: ~!~ghways  and Transporta~ 
tidd:iintends i.o take control Of 
thetypes of signs permitted. 
! , Ina statement Feb. 16 the 
ministry, indicates that a stan- 
dardi,?,pd type of signage will be 
manufactured by the govern- 
ment to show travellers what 
• . . •  , :  • . . - - .  
• = • . - 
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w=ays Creates uniforrn sign policy 
the distance, and which direc- 
tion to go. The statement says 
the province-wide policy follows 
~successful pilot projects in the 
Fraser Canyon and on Van- 
couver Island. 
alsosays, "In addition, we will 
effectively clean up fights-of- 
way across the province and 
enhance their Scenic value, by 
removing unnecessary signs." 
Therural area .signs .will be 
white and blue, carrying titles 
(gas, food, lodging, camping, 
etc.) with • directional arrows, 
and they will also incorporate 
panels for business names. 
A ministry public affairs rep- 
public meetings to answer ques- 
tions about the new policy, par- 
ticularly 'from businesses who 
want their names to appear on 
the signs, will take place in 
locations throughout the prov- 
ince -  inducting Terrace - -  but 
specific dates have not been 
established yet. The ministry has 
published a brochure outlining 
the eligibility standards and di- 
i'ecting busfnesses on ways in 
dards. The criteria are set by 
both the Ministry of Highways 
and the Ministry of Tourism. 
As th e new signs: go up; per- 
mits~ for ~ existing signs will be 
cancelled. The ministry notes, 
however, that signs promoting 
the area, providing community 
welcomes, advising radio fre- 
quencies, and signs listing com- 
munity organizations and 
churches will be allowed to re- 
-Signs for "rural" areas-- a 
category that includes Terrace 
- -wi l l  be "considerably" larger 
than signs permitted under cur- 
rent regulations, according to 
s~rts of facilities are available, 
~-! i  ..  : . -  - , ,~ , .  
,1_ " -  , -  
highways minister NeHVant. He resentatiye ~aid last week that 
/ 
which they can meet hose stan- 
S SIFIED , 
main under the new policy. 
BLANKET CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 
~,~ These Ads appear'in the more than 75 Newspapers of the B.C. and Yukon Community 
• ~! =::~i ~:~.• Newspapers Associationand reach more than 1,000,000 homes • and a potential two million readers. 
}$159._ for !25 words ($3. per each additionalword) Call The Terrace Review at 635.784@ 
,z~ ": I 
AUTOMOTIVE EDUCATION FOR' SALE MISC. HELP WANTED 
Assistant Parts Manager re- 
quired by Vancouver Island 
GM Dealership. Please sub- 
mit resume and salary ex- 
pectations to Box NIG, 
#414-1033 Davis St., Van- 
c0uver BC V6E 1M7. 
- . , . . 
PERSONAL 
I. 
No down payment and bank Train for employment in the Kitchen unit, 59Y2" w., 25" 
ill'financing O.A.C. Leaselpur - Food Industry. 6-month in, d., 35V=" h., stainless stee! 
chase new, used .... trucks, tense FIT Professional Cul- top with sink and taps, 
cars. B.C.'s largest Ford inary Training Program 3-element electric range; 
"Dealer since.1927. Call Bob (govt. funding available to oven, drawer and refriger- 
Lang~;t'~f.f collect 522-2821, qualifying applicants). Write ator. Complete $599:95; 2 
ID.#5276. • or cal/Canada's largest pri- for $1150. Buy and .Save, 
~--~. vate trade school: Pierre 9818 Fourth Street, Sidney, 
business program informa- 
tion. Self-addressed, stamp- EQUIPMENT FOR SALE 
RELIABLE CANADIAN 
AND ORIENTAL LADLES 
(all ages) seek housekeeping 
opportunity, exchange for 
shared accomodation, new 
locatiOns, companionship, 
etc. Request further infor- 
mation 1-547-2020 anytime No money .PUB MANAGER - well-exp- 
• Leaselbuy,~ any new/used Dubrulle Culinary School, B.C. 1-656-7612. erlenced, market-oriented, (7 days).• 
1622 West 8th Avenue, ~:truck or van. Deal direct Vancouver, BC VSJ 4R8; Competitively priced resawn enjoys devoting full crier- PETS. AND. LIVESTOCK. 
!,with Factory Broker. Call 738-3155. • shakes, heavy or  medium, gles to profitable, tight wY-Lee Stock -  Horse 
i!Keith collect 874-0778. .DL6102 . Diploma 'correspondence. Phone Cedar Haven, 485- operation of one of Vancou- 
; ~ 8 ~  Free calendar. High school 6674; r . ver's leading facilities.-Ex- gooseneck f lat- -car hau l -  
cellent salary and benefits, u t i l i ty -  custom built trail- 
upgrading, English, book- GARDENING ~ . ~ Call 1,800-663-5403, A. ers. Stock trailers as low as 
!OPPORTUNITIES keeping, Accounting; Com- Curved glass patio exten, Tomlinson,  Centennial  $3465. Trailerland Sales & 
: ! A ~ -  puters, Business Admini- signs starting at $1195. Hotel. " Service, 1323 McKnight 
• Blvd. NE, Calgary. (403) er clean, complete rebuild stration, Small Business Hobby•greenhouses starting Auto body repair: Journey- 291-3767. 
facility ready for growth -Management, Office Man- at $599. Full line of green- man or 4th-year apprentice 
::from aggressive manage- agement, Legal Secretary, house accessorles. Call B.C. required for a busy modern REAL ESTATE . 
mont. Greater Vancouver. Taxation, Marketing, Per, Greenhouse Builders or well-equipped shop. Must Immaculate 40-acre Hobby 
$1_18,000. Corp. Business sonnel, Hotel & Restaurant write 7425 Hedley Avenue, be experienced in collision Farm; 1200 sq.ft, house, 
Brokers.!3155. Call Doug,. 681, Vancouver'"m°re" Nationa1688.4913.College,Toil. Burnaby r B.C. V5E 2R1. repair. Call Norm at (604) 2200 sq. ft. shop, solar, 
E x{ra income easy. Home free 1-800-387-1281 (24 Interested in Greenhouse or 635-3929 (Terrace). diesel power, greenhouse, 
hours) Hydroponic Gardening? BODY SHOP MANAGER good creek, 4.5 miles off 
Greenhouses $195., Hydro- Hwy. 97, Lac La Hache, 
$65,900. 395-7100 or 396- 
7625, RR#1 C-9, Begg Rd., 
V0K 1T0. 
SERVICES 
ed envelope. J. Briggs En- Coutts sawmill mounted on 
terprises, 725-4th Ave., Box Willock 45' Hi-boy. 6-cylin- 
158G:•~Port McNicoll, Ont. der GMC power unit. 1968 
LOK1R0. D6C Cat. Phone 847-2430 
ponic Gardens $39., Halides 
;from $140. Over 2000 pro- 
ducts in stock, super prices. 
Free Catalogue call Toll 
Free 1-800-663-5619. Water 
required by GM dealer. 
Successful applicant will be 
required to do body, paint 
work, estimates and manage 
shop. Mall enquiries to E.J. 
Klassen GM, Box 1589, Port 
Dealers and distributors about 6 p.m. Farms, 124.4 Seymour St v Hardy, BC V0N 2P0 or call ICBC Injury Claims? Call 
wanted in your area for 300kw Blackstone Lister Vancouverp B.C. V6B 3N9. Craig at 949-7442. Dale Carr-Harrls- 20 years water purifiers. Invest $5000 Diesel Generator. Low HEALTH Unemployed? Be your own a trial lawyer with five years 
for a direct distributorship, hours, excellent prime pow boss. 137 proven businesses medical school before law.. 
Call Brent at (804)986-0309, or. Lease or sale. Located in Vitamin Discounts Stores in with start-up details you can 0-669-4922 (Vancouver). Ex- 
North Vancouver. Indepen- Campbell River. Phone 1 -• Vancouver offers across- start from your home on perlenced in head injury 
Canada mall order. Write shoestring. Make money ira- and other major claims. Per- dentEngineDiStrlbutor.Rebuilding Shop. 8069953"6215 or Vancouver 434- to: BEA Per Capita, 260 mediately. Details, send centage fees a ailable. 
S.W. Marine, Vancouver, S.A.S.E. to Enterprises, 821 
Well-establFUll line ished°f equipment.,• excellent I ~ ~  B.C. V5X 2R5 for your free I~cCartney Rd., Kelowna, Major Injury claims. Joel A. 
potential, statements avail- C ~ A  catalogue. BC VIZ1~I9. " ' - ....... Wener, personal injury trial 
able. Also large home and complete l ine of security HELP WANTED Experienced cuberman, lawyer for 21 years. ~Call 
acreage. Owner retiring, safes for home or buslnass. 
For particulars 398-7728 Most Items shipped from Position available for exper- •packers and sawyers requir- collect, 736-5500 Vancouver. 
(business), 392-2078 (even- stock. Phone [6041888-0451, ienced Real Estate Sales- ed for Pitt Meadows mill. If no recovery, no fee. No 
-ings). FAX [604]988,5287 or write man in the thriving corn- 1-465-5407. . Yukon Inquiries. 
Office service business for 1418 Charlotte Rd., North munity of Smlthers. Good Press Operator with 2-5 
sale. Growing in Campbell Vancouver r BC VTJ 1H2. commission splits; moving years Two-Colour Exper- 
expense compensation, ience required for Heidel. 
River, too much for owner Lighting Fixtures. Western Send resume to Manager, berg MOZP by large East- 
to handle. Partnership con- Canada's largest display. Box 2588, Smithers, BCVOJ ern Ontario printer located 
sidered. $50,000. 1261 Iron- Wholesale and retail. Free 
Wood, Campbell River, BC Catalogues available: Nor- 2N0 •• outdoor,in largerecreationtOWn in area,heart yet°f 
V9W 5T4 r 287-4140. burn Lighting Centre., 4600 Automotive Painter required close to several cities. Corn- 
Need money? Local and East Hastings Street, Burn- immediately for GM dealer- pensation includes hourly of 
overseas investors want aby, B.C. V5C 2K5. Phone ship in Port Hardy. 5 years $12.15 - $15.53 (under re- 
worthwhile business ven- 1-299-0666. experience or better. Please view), shift premium, profit ~c.xc.~,~. 
tures. Call F.B.D.B. at 1- reply to P.O. Box 1589, Por t fits. Moving assistance _ _ " 800-663-0433. Yukon call Hobby ceramic distributor call Craig at 949-7442 or sharing and excellent bone- 
(403)668-40,30. close-out. Save to 60%. Hardy, BC V0N 2P0 available. Cal/Mike Phillips 
Glazes, sttlins, brushes, (613)283-5650 or write. Per- 
BUSINESS PERSONALS tools, bisque, greenware, Nursery manager/grower, formance Printing, P.O. Box 
Alternate Therapies avail- molds, kilns and more. 594, Required for B.C. Forest 158, Smith Falls, Ont. K7A 
able in Mexico treating can- 9955. Pacific Western Cera- Seedling Container Nursery. 
cer, heart disease, CEBV talc, 2121186th Ave., Sur- Prefer 2years conifer grow- 4T1 
Candida, arthritis, etc. Plus roy V3W 3H8. ing experience. Salary and NOTICES 
comprehensive resource benefits negotiable, corn- SASEENOS SCHOOL 30th 1 
guide to other holistic ap- Jasper Aquatic Centre As- mensurate with experience, Anniversary Reunion May .......... 
proachas. Send $2 for infor- soclatlon have 3'x8' solar qualifications. Send resume 19-21189 for all those who 25  WORDS 
matlon package to Life- panels withglazed front for to: Box "1", Carlboo Obser- attended" from 1959-1989. 
works, Suite A, 1885 West sale, $200 each. For more vet, #4, 462 Reid, Quesnel, Contact J, Munson, Prlncl $159 ++ 
Information phone (403)852- BC V2J 2M6, deadline pal ,  Saseenos School, 
7th Avenue, Vancouver, BC 3381. 3013189. Sooke~ BC V0S 1N0. . . . .  :~  VSJ 159. 
Registered purebred German Shep- 
herd puppies; 9 weeks old. First 
shots, tattooed and wormed. Both 
parents can be seen. Asking $350. 
Phone 635-3826. 3/1___0 
Boston tenler female puppy; cham- 
pionship stock. CKC registered, all 
shots. Phone 624.5861. 3/17 
Free Idttens -- ginger coioured, 
male. Phone 635-2142. 318p 
The Atom Rec Hockey team is look- 
ing for donations for a garage sale 
to be held March 18. If you have any 
items gathering dust, please phone 
Marylene at 638-1465. lw 
Anglican Thrift Shop; corner of 
Princess and 11th Ave. (behind Safe- 
way Mail) Prince Rupert. Bargains 
Galore. Open Wednesday & Satur- 
day, 2-4 p.m. Friday, 7-8:30 p.m. 2/w 
RED CROSS LOAN Cupboard. The 
new hours for the Terrace Loan Cup- 
board are as follows: 
Mondays from 9to 11 a.m. 
Thursdays from I to 3 p.m. 
The Cupboard Is located In the 
Sheens Health Unit, 3412 Kalum 
Street. Emergency Inquiries •can be 
made in between service hours at 
the following numbers: 635-2122 or 
635-7941. 3/29p 
Princess House Canada, a Colgate- 
Palmolive Campany famous for cry- 
stal, china, silverware and other 
decorator products. To find out how 
to become a consultant. Cr~ll collect 
624-3445. Serious callers only. 3/3 
INFORMATION OF SALE 
Our client wants to offer 
for Sate a Successful gift 
shop, establ ished Irj 
Prince Rupert for many 
years. For Information, 
contact Odd Eidsvik at: 
Eldsvlk & Associates 
Chartered Accountants 
10.222 3rd Ave. West, 
Prince Rupert, B.C. 
vaJ  1L1 
Phone 627-1396 
3/8c 
RESTAURANT FOR SALE 
Owner moving and must 
sell. Reduced to $45,000 
firm. Phone 635-4111 or 
638-1993. 3/29c 
1975 Camero; new cam, timing chain 
and lifters. Asking $1,500. Phone 
638-8609 and ask for Clayton. 313 
1980 Pontiac Acadian; standard, 
good running condition. Asking 
$1,300 obo. Phone 632-4340 or 
632-3603. ~ 3/17 
1986 Grand AM; 4-door, pw, pb, new 
shocks, muffler, brakes, radiator, 
summer and winter radials, quad 
stereo, etc, Good condition. Priced 
to sell at $8,500. Phone days or even- 
Ings at 638.7260. 3/17 
1980 Ford Feirmont; good condition. 
Asking $2,650. Ask for Dwayne at 
635-9290. 3/17 
1987 Nlesen Sentra; 2-door, 
automatic, sun roof.fully loaded, ex. 
cond. Asking $tl,000. Phone 
635-4791 or 638-1503. 3/31 
1976 Dodge wagon. Phone 632-2345. 
•. 3/31 
1981 Eagle atatlonwsgon, 4x4, 
cruise, tilt, air shocks, AMIFM 
cassette, auto, 6 cyl. $4,500, Phone 
' 4/5p 638-1530, • 
Phone 638-0317. 3115p fired of working 9 to5 for peitnuts. 
Sales people are needed for an 
eetabllshed corporation. Great in- 
come opportunity; Full or part time. 
Phone 635-3066. 3/22c 
. - . • .  
We are looking for two Journeyman diesel technicians, 
(1 - field service, 1 - in the shop) to join our expanding 
service-oriented dlesel'engine and truckdealership. 
We are proud to be an authorized full service, full • line 
Cummins dealership, 
We need from you --  
,,, customer service attitude 
,,, Cummins or good general diesel engine 
background 
We offer better than average compensation and 
benefits. 
Phone 1-800.663-4594 or reply to: 
SKEENA DIESEL LTD. 
3747 River Drive, ...... 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 3N8 
Attention: Pat 
ENGINE SPECIALISTS 
Full truck service - -  on/off highway 
authorized parts & service for 
"Where Good Service Is Always First"::~ 
Phone 635.7277 
• i•:•i 
Special care parents are required by the Ministry of 
Social Services and I-Fousing to provide 24 hour 
care to a special-needs adolescent boy. Interested 
Couples hould have previous experience in working 
with teenagers. Applicants should be prepared to 
devote a substantial amount of time to both 
managing this child and assisting him to overcome 
his developmental delay. The Ministry will provide 
professional support to the parents as well as make 
provision for respite relief. A generous fee-for- 
service contract is being offerS. Please apply in 
writing to: 
I 
Ministry of S¢oial Services 
and Hous ing-  343 
Bag 10S 
Chetwynd, B,C. 
V0C 1JO 
Family with $ ~Mldren looking for a 
mature person to be e I!ve-ln nanny 
in exchange for room and board. 
Serious inquiries only. Phone Men. 
day to Thursday before 3 p.m., Frl. 
day after 3 p.m. or weekends, 
. . . . . . . . .  
i i ; : : •  • '  ~=~• 
i•• i ~i ~:!:/~I' " 
I I I I I  I I  I I I  - "  [ . . . . . .  . : . 
E x ~  babl(Mtter ~ for 
weekend Mttlng. Phone 638.8398, 
tfnc 
Looking for babysitter to come into 
my home for a 3!/= year old. Hours 
vary. Must have own transportation. 
Start Immediately. Phons 632-6953. 
3/17 
ACTIVITY WORKER I 
Applications are invited for a full-time vacant position 
at Osborne Home, a nine-bed residential care boarding 
home. The succ(~ssful applicant will be expected to 
meet the needs of residents living in a semi- 
Independent environment, under the direction of the 
Administrator. 
Terms of Employment: 
,,, Salary $11.201hour wlBCGEU Contract 
,,, Shift work and weekends required • : 
,,, Start date April 2, 1989 
,,, Benefits available after 90 days employment with 
the Society 
Qualifications: Preference will be given to applicants 
with educational backgrounds in psychiatry or related 
field with previous work experience in a psychiatric 
f i e ld .  
Applicants should possess: 
,,, Good workingCommunication skills 
,,, Have the ab!lity to:introduce own Ideas and 
demonstrate In!tlatlve 
Be wiilihg to work with both male and female 
• residents ~" 
,,, Knowledge of recreational and craft Ideas would 
• be an asset 
Closing date for applications is March 17; 1989. 
Submit •resume to: 
Judy Milner, , : ,  ,i 
2812 Hall Street, 1:~ 
Terrace, B.C. 
VeG 2R7 3/lr~ 
Wanted: reliable part time babysit- 
ter in my own home in college area. 
Own transportation would be an 
asset. Phone 638-0902. 3115p 
Mature responsible young woman 
will do all housekeeping duties 2 ot 
3 times a week. $8./hour Referen(~es 
available. Thornhill area only. Phone 
635-5416. 313 
Factory hitch for Chev $10, Blazer 
hitch 5000 Ibs, tongue 600 max new 
$225. Asking $160. Phone 624-3999 
after5 pm. 3110 
Sound movie camera complete with 
telescopic condenser and micro- 
phone. Like new. Asking $170. 
Phone 035-2507. 3/10 
Better quality medium-sized piano. 
Asking $2,300. Phone 635-3869. 3/10 
Set of right hand golf clubs with 
beg, Asking $75. Phone 635-45473/17 
Rloksnbecker No. 4003 bass guitar, 
natural finish, 5 years old, complete 
with case, Asking $1,100. Phone 
635-9638. 3/17 
i 
New 80.pint Eleetrohome Frost 
Guard dehumidifier, $200. One right. 
hand tub-shower unit, white, $175. 
Phone 635-2507. 3/17 
Electrolqx vacuum cleaner; very 
good condition. Has all accessories 
plus power nozzle. Reasonably 
priced. Phons 638-0240 after 4:30 pm 
or weekends. 3/31 
Mixed firewood for sale. Measured 
cords. Phone 638-6860. . 3/31 
King size waterbed with leather 
caps and six drawers; large head- 
board with posts. Excellent condi- 
tion. Asking $300. Phone 624-4115. 
3/10 
Large dresser with 2 mirrors, $300. 
Student desk, $50. Five drawer chest 
& matching night table, $125. Three 
component stereo, $200. 36 gal. fish 
tank with stand & accessories, $225. 
14" remote color TV, $225. Phone 
638-6474 after 5:30 p.m. or leave 
message, 411~ 
Newspaper roll ends from $10 to 
$25. Phone 635-7840. tfnp 
Lunge T.$.I. ski boots for sale. Size 
9, men's, almost new. $220.00. 
Phone 635-5709. 3129p 
1 large dresser with 2 mirrors, $300; 
1 student desk, $,50; 1 5-drawer chest 
and matching night table, $125; 
3~omponent stereo, $200; 36-gaL 
fish tank with stand and access., 
$225; 14" remote color TV, $225. Call 
638-8474 after 5:30 p.m. or leave 
message. 3/29p 
Mixed Ilrewoed for sale. Measured 
cords. Phone 638-8860. 415p 
1 box of 78 RPM records. $100 firm. 
Call 638-0001 after 3 p.m. 3/15p 
Kenmore freezer (3 months old), 
$325; oak table and four chairs, 
$325; couch and chair, $425; wood 
desk and chair, $75; other mlscel. 
laneous Items. Phone 638-0115. 
3/15p 
12.loot 8pdegbok aluminum boat 
with heavy duty galvanized 
aluminum trailer, 15 HP Evlnrude 
~ rand new) with auto blend. scksge Includes all the extras. Ex. 
0silent condition. $3,000. Phone 
827.1325 after 8 p.m . . . .  4/Sp 
• i , i ' 1  i l l  i " l l  J-I . . . .  
' i Ea ,e. lic, Motivated 
I Hairdresser Wanted 
I to work full time in a 
| progresswe •modern 
I salon. Must have B.C. 
[ hcens.e and -~ 2 years 
] experience. Apply at. 
| nhonda's 
] Hair Designs 
] : 4624 Greig Ave. 
] Terrace, B.C. 
Employment 0pp0rtumties ] . "638~8787 
1970 blue Mercury Cougar, engine 
needs Work, or Just used for' parts. Don't read this ad unless you are 
"k 
II r 
. . .  . . +  
.................................. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : . +  
Employment Opportunities 
+ 
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Recreation 
I F 
A GREAT BEGINNING 
+L" + 'd'+ TO YOUR i 
+ MANAGEMENT CAREER 
If you are energetic, enthusiastic and eager to 
develop restaurant operations and manage- 
ment skills, the Kentucky Fried • Chicken 
• rManagement Training Program is the SPOt for 
yOU. 
Training: is thorough, salaries and+benefitS 
are good.~iThejob requirements will provide all 
the challengesyou, as a highly motivated per- 
son, require for growth. 
Your participation in our program will depend 
on: 
• Your commitment to a career in the food 
service Industry. 
• Basic knowledge of food and • restaurant 
operations, including food preparation, 
presentation and service. 
• Ability to perform managerlallsupervisory 
functions. 
• Well developed interpersonal skills. • 
As a member of the Kentucky Fried Chicken 
team, you will be part of a well established, 
progressive• company within an exciting field. Lost&Found 
Send your complete resume to: 
For Rent ' ~ ' ~ 
2.bedroom double wide mobile 
home. Available March 10. Natural 
gas heat and water, 4 appliances. 
Adults only., no pet8. Phone 
635-5786. 3115p 
RETAIL SPACE 
FOR RENT 
300 sq.ft, store front 
retail space in the 
Terrace Mini-Mal l .  
Available Feb. 1st. 
For further informa- 
tion, call 635-6158. t,,o 
FOR RENT 
,1 ,  2 &3 bedroom apartments 
, Laundry facilities & balconies 
, At the corner of Kalum & Scott 
Hitachi chord, work done, with 2 
tapes, $250; Zenith floor model TV, 
remote, $550 OBO; video stand, $80. 
Call Steve, 632-7319. 3/15p 
Kalum Family Day Cam has open- 
Ings. Fenced yard, pets and toys. 
Ages newborn to 12 years. Full-time, 
part-time or drop-In available. Phone 
638-8429 or 638-8398. tfno 
Kltlmet Crisis Line and referral ser- 
vice. Phone 632-4333 open7 days a 
week. 9 p.m. to 9 a.m. Answerlng ser- 
vlce durlng the day. tfnp 
Abortion Counselling, information 
and referral service. Fridays 10-12. 
, Close to downtown & schools 
, Rants start .at $340•00 
, References required. 
Woodland APadments 
635.3922 or 635.5224 
1980 Ford Holiday van, 350 cu. In., 
auto, air cond., tilt, sun roof, 4 velvet 
cap. chairs, table, sink, ice box, 
couch, factory camperized. $4,000. 
Phone 638-15,30. 4112p 
5th wheel 19½-ft. Travelalre. In- 
cludes hitch, TV antenna, awning, 
tandem axle, spacious, easy to haul, 
like new. Phone 632.5631. 3115p 
1982 Datsun mini mot0rhome; fully 
equipped, furnace, fri0ge, 4 burner 
stove, etc., 41,000 kin. Never winter 
driven. Perfect condition. Asking 
$15,000. Phone 632-3463. 3/31 
Phone 638-0994. After hours dk~ L O O M I S  
835-3487. Confidentiality assured'fnt 
Unplanned Pregnancy? Decisions to ~ ~  
make? Understanding all your al- We have for sale: 
ternativee makes you really free to 
choose. For a confidential, caring 
friend, call Birthright, 635-3907, 
anytime. FREE PREGNANCY TEST- 
ING. tfn 
FOR LEASE 
Store Front 
WorolmUm 
Light Industr ia l  
I unit, 951 ~1. ft. 
I unit,  1,800 sq. ft. 
Pohle Ave. & Kenney St. 
2odj01nin9 units, 1,735 
KI. ft. eoch. Some off ice.  
Keith Ave. & Kenney St. 
6,15-7459 
WORONCHUK -- Victor, aged 75 
years, near Usk, B.C. Beloved 
brother of two sisters, Mrs. Elsie 
Price of Vulcan, Ab. end Mrs. Anne 
Taylor of Brandon, Man., numerous 
nieces and nephews. 
A memorial service for Victor will be 
held Friday, March 10 at 2:00 p.m. at 
the Salvation Army Church (4643 
Welsh Ave., Terrace) with Captain 
John Harker officiating. , 
In lieu of flowers, If friends ,so 
desire, memorial tributes may" be 
made to the Salvation Army, Tar. 
race, B.C. 
Arrangements Intrusted to Vulcan 
Funeral Home, telephone 
1403-485-26.33. 3/8<= 
Real Estate 
• 1-1982 GMC sA-ton van 
• 1 - 1983 Chev sA-ton van 
• 1 - 1985 Toyota van 
These vehicles can be 
viewed at: 
LoomiB Courier Service, 
5011 Keith Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. 
between 8:30 a.rn. and 
5:00 p.m. Monday to Fri- 
day. Please contact: 
Dave Andrews, 
Branch Manager. 
Phone 635.6118 
1980 4~h,w. Mtort box 4x4, 33"x12" 
tires, automatic, 350 cu.in., tilt• 
$4,000• Phone 638-1530. 4/5p 
J 
1976 Ford F160 4x4. Asking $2,000... 
Phone 632-5064• 3/15p 
1986 Mazda B2000 Cab Plus Pickup; 
5.speed, AMIFM cassette, carpeted, 
excellent condition, 2 new tires, new 
Iockable Tundra canopy. Asking 
$6,900. obo. Phone 635.5633 after 6 
p.m. or weekends. 3/17 
Professionally employed single 
parent seeking 2 or 3 bedroom 
house or duplex. Good references. 
Call 635-7840 days, 635-4810 eve- 
nings, ask for Mike. 3/29p 
2 to 3 bedroom house; reliable work- 
Ing couple. Will sign lease, top refer. 
ences. Wanted February/March. No 
children. Phone 624-4115. 3/10 
Wanted to rent: one large camping 
trailer, motorhome or 5th wheel for 
March 24, 25 and 26. No miles will be 
put on it -- staying in Thornhill. 
Phone 635-2568. 3/3 
Wanted to buy: Banana potatoes, 
English qua,, Bantam chickens. 
Phone 635-7682 evenings. 3/29p 
- ~ June Stenzel, , 
r " . ' + ` + " ¢/o KentuCky Fried Chicken + 
. . . . . .  4660 Lakelse Avenue, 
• Terrace, B.C. V8G 1R4 tummy• Answers to the name of bungalow, fireplace, new sundeck, 
or t~7.P leaee  phone 635-6744 fruit trees, raised bed gardens. Ex. No phone calls please. 3/8n0 cellent pasture, fully fenced 140'x75' 
• riding arena, facilities for two 
Found - .  Tuesday, Feb. 28 on horses, easily expanded for more ] , ntuck)vD'ziedG'hicken LakelseAve•,a4-month-oldmaleter. ,kldsorhorsesll)•Flvemlnuteefrom 
rlor cross puppy, black/tan coloring, town, city close, country Ilvlngl Ask- 
Injured. At the vet's clinic on • Park Ing $72,000. Phone635-2808.• 3/8p 
Ave. Would the owner Please come 
Loll -- downtown Prince Rupert ap- Will trade 40 acre= with creek, 
prox. Jan. 19, Isdlce' Might pink located 30 miles north of Terrace, 
"Pad(lane" wallet (velcro closure), for a pickup truck and fifth wheel or 
Reward offered. Phone 827-7825. a travel trailer. Call collect -- Angels 
3/8nc at (604) 492.3623. 3/22p 
Loll -- Wednesday, Feb. 22 from A SPECIAL PROPERTY 
the Graham & Evergreen area, a gray 6-acre hobby farm designed for kids 
kitten with white +spot on neck and and horses. Immaculate 3-bedroom 
I IIII I • III and pick up the puppy or phone 
635-5607 or 635-9444. 3/8n¢ 
Found -- puppy, about 2 months old 
with grey-black fur, white patch on 
chest. No collar or identification, ap- 
pears to be well cared for. Found 
March 6 on Kalum St. near cour- 
thouse. Call 635-9171 evenings. 
3115nc 
"Best  in Town!"  
Summit  Square  I .... . . . . .  + + • Serviced Pads For Rent Apartments at Woodland Heights 
M'x137' reekientlal lot on Kenney 
Street In Terrace. Asklng $12,000 
OBO. Phone (604) 832-2706 and ask 
for Mlke or Helen. 6/21p 
1,200 ~l.ft. 5-bedroom house, fin- 
lehed basement, on 10 acres, fruit 
trees and out buildings, near •school 
In city limits. Phone635.5845. 3/22p 
Why Rent? Clean, well kept mobile 
home with addition for sale. 3-bed- 
rooms, new carpet & flooring. In- 
cludes air conditioner, fridge, 
natural gas stove & furnace, .+ large 
lot with garden area, storage shed & 
fruit trees. Excellent starter home. 
Asking $24,900. Phone 635-5772. 3/3 
1972 12x68' mobile home; 3 
bedrooms, utility room, natural gas 
furnace. Located in quiet trailer park 
in Thornhill. Serious Inquiries only. 
Asking $9,200 obe. Phone 635-9268. 
3/31 
I "°+: I $ I+ +"see 
I Attractive, spacious, with storage room, 
• • Color~, appliances and fixtures. + 
I Beautiful cupboards, double stainless sinks. 
• Large be/conies" with ecreene¢l patio door~. 
• Laundry lecilitles• 
• Seourity enter-phones end dea~bolta. * 
I Fully drel~ci and co'ordinated to w/w carpets, 
I SIx chermel satellite T.V. • 
I Racquet courts. 
• Ample parking. : ~ ~: + 
I Refererloee required. : + • 
• +:+ "+ 
Phone: 635.5968 + ++*+,, 
Motorcycles 
2 pair of children's ski boots; new 
condition, sizes suitable for ages 6 
to 9 years. Asking $10. a pair, Phone 
638-0240 after 4:30 p.m. or week- 
ends. 2/24 
Ladles 16~m downhill skis; comes 
with 2 sets of poles and size 8 boots. 
Good for beginners. Asking $50. 
obo. Phone 638-7260 days or even- 
i ngs. 3/17 
Mobile 
Home Court, 3624 Old Lakelse 
Lake Road. $130 per month net• 
Phone 635-5407 after 6 p.m. 
tfno 
I II I 
GOING CHEAP - -  10x42 mobile 
home, natural gas heat, 40 gallon 
hot water tank, recently upgraded 
plumbing and wiring, partially finish- 
ed addition and porch. $3,000. Call 
635-7840 days, 635-4810 evenings, 
ask for Mike. 3/29p 
Harby O-vldesn FXR, 1340cc, In- 
cludes leather saddlebags and fac- 
tory maintenance manual. $7,000 
fl ~. Phone 835.7840 and ask for 
Mark. tfnp 
Wanted: Firm single bed mattress in 
Oed condition. Reasonable price. 
one 6380001 after 3 p.m. 3/15p 
Looking for a all.away bed. Phone 
635-9392 between 6 p;m. and 8 p.m. 
3/31 
25 WORDS 
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SEALED TEN'DERS for the project described below, ad- 
dressed to Transport Canada and endorsed with the 
project name and contract number/will be received un- 
til the specified ctoslng date. Tender documents can 
be obtained through Regional Manager, Materiel and 
Contracting Services, Room 742, 800 Burrard Street, 
Vancouver, B.C., Telephone: (604) 666-5661 on payment 
Of the applicable deposit. 
Project Name: Janitorial Services 
Project Location: Smithers Airport, B.C. 
Contract NUmber! TR 3202 
Closing Date: April 06, 1989, 1500 hours 
Vancouver time 
. r .  • 
Site Meeting: 
Deposit: 
Tender Enquiries: 
Technical Enquiries: 
A site meeting will be held at 
10:00 a.m., March 23, 1989 in 
the APM's Office at Smithers 
+-.Airport, B.C . . . .  - 
$50.00. This deposit-must be 
made .in the form of a.cheque 
made payable • to the .order of 
the Reeelver.General for 
Canada. 
Phone: 666.5661 
Telex::04-54320 .. 
Fax: 666-6476 
Jagbir Matharu 
Phone: 666-5378 
To be considered, each tender must be submitted In 
duplicate on the forms supplied by the Department of 
Regional Manager, Materiel and Contracting Services, 
Room 742, 800 Burrard Street, Vancouver, B.C. --  
Telephone (604) 666-5661. All Tendersmust be accom- 
panied by. the security specified on the tender 
documents. 
The lowest or any tender notnecessarily accepted. 
I LAND TITLE ACT 1 
I IN THE MATTER of Oupllcate date of first publlcatlon hereof, I 
I Certlflcate of Title No. 53931.1 to Issue a Provlslonal Cortlflcate of I 
I .Lot 10, Block 5, Oletrlct Lot 611, Tltle In lleu.of the said Oupllcate,. I 
I Range 5, Coast District, Plan unl.ess !nthe meantlm.eva!ld.ob- I 
I ' 3080. • . lect,on oe mace xo me in wrmng. I 
I WHEREAS, proof of loss of DATED at the Land Title Office, I 
I : Duplicate Certificate of Title No. Prince Rupert, B.C. this 9th day I 
I:  53~11 to the above described of February, 1989. I 
I lend, Issued In the names of " • Terry Dlnnell I 
I Walter & I.ucyna Zak has been Reg!strar | 
I flied. In .this office,, notice is Date of first publication:' I 
I hereoy given that I snail, at the March 1,1989 ~ I 
I ..expiration of twoweeks from the . . • J 
.+  , 
/ 
, I  
+,Caledonia exams 
writing. But this year, only nine 
exams got marks of 90 percent 
orbetter of the 310 exams writ- 
ten -  only three •percent. And 
the students writing the exams 
this year, says Sturn, have the 
same potential, if not better, 
than those of the previous year; 
it's then top end students that 
have ~ hurt, 
AJad: to: prove' his point, Cale- 
do~ staff is tabulating the test 
results of all Grade 12 students 
since~ they  entered Grade 7. 
With :: : preliminary results in 
hand,' Stunt says, "If standard- 
ized te~ are reliable, the 1988 
~:  i969 reSults shOuld be the 
ume,,,  , 
~• i . ,  
m l l m m l a l  
transportation service Will be 
received at the address below 
until 15:00 on the specified clos- 
Ing date. 
Serdce:. Prince George end 
Prince Rupert Highway Service. 
Specifications: Full details asto 
contract specifications, 
schedule of ssrvlceand tender 
form may be obtained from: the 
Superintendents of Poet Offices 
In Terrace, Prince Rupert and 
r + 
Prince George or at 
Canada P~at Corporation 
Transportation Contracting 
Box 2110 
Vancouver, B.C. " 
V6B 47.3 
Closing Date: 1989, March 15 
Depcelt: Two percent (2%) of the 
amount tendered for the first 
year of the contract, rounded off 
to the closest $100.00 by means 
of a certified cheque, money 
order, or bid bond. 
The lowest or any tender will not 
necessarily be accepted. 3/8o 
CANADA POST COflPORA11ON 
~North  Coast Road 
~,~/Ma intenance  Ltd. 
 TENDERS 
Skeena Contract Area: Terrace & 
Kltlmat 
Project Description: Traffic Con- 
trol Services -- Terrace &Kitlmat 
The tendersum for this project is 
to include applicable federal and 
provincial sales tax. The lowest 
or any tender not necessarily ac- 
cepted. 
Tender Opening Date: March 24, 
1989 -- 2:00 p.m. 
Tender documents with enve- 
lope, speclflclations and condi- 
tions of any tender are available 
free of charge only from! North 
Coast Road Maintenance Ltd., 
4544 Lakelse Avenue, p.o. Box- 
1020, Terrace, B.C., V8G 4V1, 
telephone 638-8300 between the 
hours of 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. 
(closed between noon and 1:00 
p.m.), Monday to Friday, except 
holidays. 
Tenders will be opened st main 
office, North Coast Road Main- 
tenance Ltd., 4544 Lakelse Ave, 
nue, Terrace, B.C. at 2:00 p.m., 
March 24, 1989. ' . . . .  
.. Earl.Nygaard 
Operatlons Manager 
Issued at: Terrace, B.C. 
Date: February.27, 1989 
/ 
cont inued f rom:Page I 
Scholarship exam results 
should be received today and 
once those results have received 
the same .scrutiny, an assembly 
will be held to advise students of 
the school's position on those 
exams,  
Two Caledonia students, 
Charles Baverstock and Michael 
Easton, agree that students have 
been hurt. Baverstock said most 
students worked hard during the 
labor dispute; because the gov- 
• ernment exams are used to de- 
termine the final marks of their 
senior  year, And those marks, 
for many,• were important to 
their success in future en- 
drovers.  . . . .  , .~ . . ,  
1L0 on the dateshown. 
Contract P89-R09.05 Is located; 
(1) Llard River, approximately 48 
kme, east along Highway 97 
from Watson "Lake and 20 kms 
south:of,Highway 97 for planting 
76,100 PL plugs over 48 hectares 
of partially treated ground; (2) 
Irons Creek, approximately 60 
kms east, along Highway 97, 
from Watson Lake for planting 
75,600 SW plugs over 47 hec- 
tares; (3) Hyland River, approx- 
imately 42 kms, east along High- 
way 97 from Watson Lake for 
planting 40,000 SW plugs over 25 
hectares of partially ,treated 
ground. ~1, 
Viewing of the sites is manda- 
tory. A .~ewlng trip will be con- 
ducted o~ March 29, 1989, meet- 
Ing at 0900 hre, at the Hyland 
River•Bridge, km 963 on the 
AlsskaHIghway, east of Watson 
.Lake. The viewer will have to 
supply their own snowmobile for 
transportation to the viewing 
sites. 
Deallne for receipts of tenders is 
1330 hrs on April 14, 1989, at 
which time all tenders will be 
opened. The lowest or  any 
tender will not necessarily be ac- 
cepted. 
MINISTRY OF FORESTS 
Notice of Federal/Provincial con- 
tract projects to be financed by 
the Government of Canada -- 
Canadian Forestry Service and 
the British Columbia Forest Ser- 
vice under the Forest Resources 
Development Agreement (FRDA) 
Sealed tenders for the following" 
Free Growing Survey contracts 
will be received by the District 
Manager, MiniStry of Forests, 
Dease Lake, B.C. on the follow- 
Ing dates. 
Contract FG89R09-01" Located 
in the Iskut Burn 170 km south of 
NOTICE #1 
Pm'suant toSection 26 of the 
Highway Act and. Commercial 
Transport Act, the following load 
restrictions are hereby Imposed 
to 100% legal axle loading with- 
in the Skeena-North Coast High- 
ways District effective 7:00a.m., 
Wednesday March 1, 1989 until 
ft/rther notice: 
1. Highway 18 from Basalt Ci'eek 
Bridge to the B.C. Ferry Terminal 
In PrinceRupert. 
2. Highway 16 from the Skids, 
gate Ferry Terminal to the Vil- 
lage of Masset -- Queen Char- 
lotte Islands. 
3. Ridley Island Access Road. 
4; Port Edward Arterial. 
All term overload permits are in- 
valid for the: duration of the re, 
strict!one. 
Violator8 of the ~regulatlons and 
restrictions will be prosecuted. 
Please note the application of 
the percentage of tolerance pro- 
vided under Section 7.06(2) of 
the regulations pursuant to the 
Commercial Transport Act shall 
apply. 
D.J. St. Thomas 
NDIstrict Highways Manager 
For: Minister of Transportation 
and Highways 
Dated: February 27, 1989 
At: Terrace, B.C. 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
Mechanical tree trimming 
-- Terrace 
Reference: 09-3160 
Closing Date: 29 March 89 
Details available from office of 
B.C. Hydro Purchasing Agent, 
1265 Howe St., Suite 200, Van- 
couver, B.C., V6Z 2G8; 663-2577 
or 663-2560. Sealed tenders 
clearly marked with reference 
number will be received in Room 
226, address as above, until 
11:00 a.m. on above closing date. 
DeaSo Lake, In the Caselar.For- nata l , , -  ..m-.., m 
eat District, for Free Growing/ I~IW|II~JIIUUi~ ~lJ 
.Regeneration Surveys on 2215 " 
hectares. Viewing of this site 
prior to submitting a bid is man- ~ • _ 
datory. Viewing date for this f ,~ml l~ J~ 
contract Is March 31, 1989 at the V I I  V ~ • • ,, 
Smlthers Regional Office from JL ~ J . l ,~ ~,, 
0930 hours to 1630 hours. T ( [~ I [ [1~ 
The Iowesto any nderwlll ot ' , • m r te n • ~ " "  " " "  
necessarily be accepted. IL-I/ /'1 I,'!' 
. . . . . . . .  I - I t ; / , J i l l  I 
--n-Fua 
. . . .  Foundation 
,~. . . ~, ,  :~ 
But Baverstock s~ys it was 
difficult working at home with-: 
out the help o f  a teacher. He 
says that besides the many dis- 
tractions, in mathematics and 
the sciences tudents were left to 
learn new concepts on their 
own. And this he compared to 
being given a car in kit form, 
without a manual, andthen 
being told to go home and as- 
semble it by yourself .... nearly 
impossible, 
BaverStock says he'sstfll wait- 
ing for the results of his scholar- 
ship exams but he's not hopeful. 
His classroom algebra mark for 
example was 78 percent at the 
end of the semester. This repre- 
sents 50 percent of the final 
mark and he hoped, through ~ 
hardwurk, to improve this with 
his government exam results, the 
other 50 percent of the final 
mark. He was devastated, how. 
evei, when that mask came back 
at only 59-percent - -  dropping 
his final mark to only 69 per- 
cent. "The transcripts won't say 
there was a labor dispute," he 
says, "It's like a kick in the 
side." 
And as far as a scholarship is 
concerned, Baverstock will have 
to wait. Two thirds of this mark 
are the government exam result, 
and the other third is the mark 
received on  the scholarship. 
exam. But the scholarship exam 
was written under the same con- 
ditions as the government exam 
and any dreams of a scholarship 
could be gone. 
According to Sturn, if the 
appeal is unsuccessful, the only 
choices students have. is to re- 
write the exams in June which 
would be very difficult, or re, 
peat the course next year which 
could delay their post-secondary 
education by a whole year, 
, '  ) 
t t  
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!La Ulra;i Sp!tze 
meets,uncommonartistry 
." . - . .  . 
The snobberY and elitism'that Spitzer re~,ealed before the  nineteenth-century contem- 
oftenSurrounds presentations of concert that the piano transcrip- poraries with itsCreole melodies 
serious music has long had the tion is her own, taken from a and Caribbean rhythms. 
effect of wrapping a halo of series of staff notes Ravel had She continued to ignore the 
obscurity around the music set out at the toper the original traditional war-horse and pot- 
orchestral.score, apparently for boiler pieces right through the 
itself; and people who might his own reference. It became ap- end of the programmme, con- 
otherwise njoy:Bach or Pro- parent fromthebeginningofher eluding the concert with 
kofiev are intimidated by the performance thatshehadeffec- Balikirev's spectacularly dif- 
idea that a university degree and tively overcome the primary ficuit Islame. The composer 
a secret fraternal handshake are obstacle -- Ravel's thick or- reputedly put the piece together, 
• required to "understand" the chestration --  through a c0m- concluded that it was technically 
music. Accessibility has become bination of ingenious fingering unplayable, and handed it over 
a popula/" cause for musicians to and sheer technical skill. As the to NicholasRubenstein to see if 
take up, but it's rare to find one music seemed to fall inward on he could do something with it. 
who is Willing to put a career on itself in the jarring conclusion, it Balikirev must have had his 
the iine for it. was easy to imagine a decaying Spanish contemporary Isaac 
. Johanne Strauss waving in- Albeniz in mind when he wrote 
sis tently away.from the podium, this one, characterized as it is by 
by Michael Kelly taking an orchestra of annnated driving, insistent tempos and the 
"There are two kinds of corpses through Armageddon i Moorish sound of pentatonic 
listeners --  sensitive and insen- three-quarter time. melodies. The concluding COda, 
sitive," Laura Spitzer said in a After the intermission Spitzer with an elaborate theme placed 
conversation prior to her per- offered a convincing declama- tightly in the inner voices and ex- 
• formance here Saturday night, tion of her affection and regard plosive exclamations at both 
She was touring the Northwest for American music, showing ends of the keyboard, left the 
in the final weeks of a concert herself to  be comfortably at atldience in a long moment of 
season • that began with a home with the ragtime and pops silence and then brought them to 
marathon :xun through the of/Gershwin and Scott Joplin. •their feet. 
southwestern U.S., travelling in This section contained another Spitzer indicated afterward 
a one-ton truck and packing a surprise in the form of a seldom- that she is considering taking 
Steinway grand around to corn- heard piece -~.  Souvenier Beethoven, on the road next 
munities populated by Hank d'Puerto Rico - - "by Louis year. Let's hope we're on the 
Williams fans, showing them Moreau Gottschalk; a work that map. 
what Chopin and Ravel have to must have" puzzled h]'s 
offer. Adve tu advi 'Td  rather be the first pianist n re sors 
in a decade to play Goldfield, 
Colorado, than the eleventh la i h 
pianist o f thedaytop layNew p n sem nar ere 
• York," she explained. "I ap- 
preciate honesty rather than,ar- 
rogance, I like the freshness of Another adventure tourism of both an outer world, particu- 
response." seminar, "Business Plan Writ- larly unspoiled, exotic, outdoor 
For this particular act, it was a ing for the Adventure Tourism areas, and an inner world of 
stroke of good fortune that the  Operator", will be held at the personal challenge, self percep- 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre was not Terrace Hotel off M~-17  and tion and self mastery. 
available. The intimate at- 18. And they're willing to spend 
mosphere of the Pentecostal 
Church put audience and pianist Sponsored by Northwest whatever money• it takes to 
much closer together as Spitzer Community College, the semi- achieve all these elements of 
began her commentary on the nar  will include verything from excitement and personal insight: 
music. The accessibility factor developing the concept, goals anywhere from $75 to $390 per 
aside, it was a relief to discover and production plan; to risk day, compared with the average 
that she's got confidence in her assessment, financial planning overnight visitor who spends on- 
audience: the programme was and budgeting, and how to at- ly $39. In B.C. alone, the advert- 
demanding for both.performer tract • potential ,investors. In ture tourism industry grossed 
and listener, short, how to turn your dreams over $55 million in 1986 accord- 
The concertopened with three into reality, ing to Brian White of the Out- 
pieces by Chopin, the first being Facilitator for the seminar door Recreation Council. And if 
the "Minute" (as Spitzer ex- 
plained, minute as in small will be financial management you includehunting and fishing, 
rather than one minute long) educator Graham S. Fans of outdoor consultant Rick Care- 
waltz. After she told the au- Vancouver, and a special seg- less says' the provincial adven- 
dience that Chopin dashed it off ment -- information on federal, ture tourism income in 1986 was 
as a commission for a wealthy provincial and municipal gov- $133 million. 
countess who asked for a ernment assistance programs-  
musical description of her dog will be offered by Wes Beeston 
chasing its tail, the brevity of the of the Federal Business Develop- 
piece seemed clearly ap- ment Bank Terrace branch. 
propriate. But who should attend, and 
The Nocturne in B is an exer- why? According to Elaine Maki- 
cise in delicate increments within 
a narrow range of soft sounds, par of the NWCC Business and 
and Spitzer demonstrated a Industry Training and Educa- 
masterful control of dynamics, tion ~ department (BITE), this 
evoking an image of dialogue seminar is for anyone now 
freighted with meaning but.car- working in the tourism industry, 
tied on in whispers. As if to pre- or for those who think the in- 
sent a totally contrasting facet of dustry may holdsomething for 
Chopin, she followed it with the them in the future. Anyone in- 
A-flat Polonaise. Once again in terested can "register at any 
total control but in a different NWCC campus, but Makipar 
world of dynamics, he took the says they shouldn't wait too 
traditional Polish march like a 
regiment of cavalry preparing a long -- space is limited and a 
charge at dawn, registration deadline of Mar, 10 
La Valse was composed by has been set, Anyone waiting 
Maurice Ravel during the decade longer may be left sitting outside 
before and during the collapse the door -- opportunity missed. 
of Europe around the time of For the uninitiated, adventure 
World War I (as Sl~itzer once tourism is defined as a leisure 
again explained to the audience), activity that takes place in an 
It's an unsettling, cynical unusual, exotic, remote, or wil-' 
description of a society in denial derness area, Clientele for this ' 
of its own decay. It's also a ma- 
jor surprise on a solo piano pro- growing industry expect it to be 
gram because Ravel composed it a personal test with a high level 2705 Eby, Terrace 
for a full symphony orchestra of involvement and varying de- Mailing Address 
with his characteristic dense in- grees of risk, excitement and Box 1002 VgG 4VI 
strumental rrangements, tranquillity. They are explorers 
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The drainage problem on the east side side of Christy Park 
Is a concern for both the city and Terrace Youth Soccer. But 
for those who are young enoug.hnOt o care about politics 
or public funds, it doesn't seem to be any problem at all. 
Jasmin and Crystal Williams (above) are among many 
youngsters who use the frozen field for skating. 
School board begins 
budgeting process 
TERRACE --  The board of 
School District 88 now has the 
information it requires from 
the Ministry of Education to 
start drafting its 1989-90 
budget, but it's unlikely any of 
the information will be made 
public until the board's budget 
bylaw.is enacted April 30th. 
District secretary-treasurer 
Barry Piersdo~ff presentedthe 
fiscal framework information 
to a board Committee of the 
Whole meeting Feb. 28. In an 
interview Piersdorff would only 
ABC PLUMBING 
& HEATING LTD. 
RESIDENTIAL  - -  COMMERCIAL  
Specializing in 
Plumbing - -  Sewer and Drain Cleaning 
Gas Service 
"SER V CE woeac 
OUR SPECIALITY" 
24 HOUR EMERGEN( 
SER VICE 
BONDED 
GAS FITTER 
635-9319 
say that the board "is re- 
questing a number of projects" 
for the coming year. 
A draft version of the pro- 
posed budget has to be submit- 
ted to Victoria by March 15. 
The ministry will then return 
the budget with suggested 
amendments and the board will 
make the approriate revisions 
for the May 1 deadline. 
The next public meeting of 
the board will be held March 
14 in Hazelton Secondary 
School. 
• I 
THE SIGN OF A 
GOOD BUSINESS 
NEIGHBOR... 
I~ ; '~,.~%.~ •. 
THE SIGN OF 
A MERCHANT 
WHO CARES 
ABOUT PEOPLE... 
This emblem identifies 
the clvic-minde~l 
businessmen who sponsor 
in the community. 
Terry {48417| 
Vi 655-561| 
Alma ,611-12t)4 
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More memotie:s" ....... "herl'  ;i 
-:.. Tllls:'is the secondpar t  in the Anglican Church , ;~ ,e~ ser,.=, reels for 50'¢ents..l~..rnighi,,' she ' ' " " ' " " " " . . . . .  . • Lanfear-s daughter, ,~vjms~t,- .wul~.~ . . . . .  ~. :,~,, :.,.:-~;:::~ ,~, ..:.:..:: , 
TermceRev iew's  series deta i l ing .vices. 'And id between; ;United :says. ".iMy' reperimre was ,ve/y with' " . . . .  .no"outslde, ' " . . . . . . . .  help,on . . . .  the " '. Her." " story ::. takes, " . . . . .  place"""mr '~ . . . . . . . .  the.--::... 
the .memories o f  Terrace old- ' Sunday.: Seh6ol..wa~ ;open'-:to • limiied, ' but .I .remember. two -. North, Thi~ma~. property., now early 1930'..s -~. a-little. more the : ;  . .  
t imer Elsie Smi th . . .  .. "thoSe i Of -all.., faiths.., sit -..the p ie~, '  ~tliat I piay.ed;~Moon.  ,owned i liy. Fred:. and: .Mamie 10 years after the.first?caxi~-i - " . 
": : i .  • ., AngficanChiirch at 2:30.in'the Winks  and  Three O,C lock in the Kerby. , . . . .  . -. rived..It seems, forln6:appa..Lent 
Elsie Smith remembers : the. afte~oon i . . . . . .  . . . . Morn ing . .Then  .I'd dash back- "They were two rugged worn- reason, that Smith can recall, 
early years of Terrace as a corn- There were, also a variety of - .into the 'audience till the end o f  en," claims Smith. But they axe. someone.saw:fit t i install tWO of 
munity isolated from the world community, halls. In. the VeiT : the next r.eel." remembered for their cultural, what': she. calls,: '.'silent cement 
- -  fiver or rail." provided the only early-years, there ,was. a " 'hal l" And then, the outside World contributions as weft. When policemen", 0ne in the center of 
access. But isolation didn't pre- above Dad.Weeks' store in Kit- began to catch up to the tiny they weren't farming, .Lanfear the Kalum/Lakelse intersection 
vent it from being a happy, sumgallum.. This was followed village of  Terrace. '"The first car and French were teaching music and the other'by thehotel:close 
close-knit community with a so- by the Progress Hall,. just  west to arrive here was owned by Mr. to our local youth of the day. to what is now the Kalum/Greig 
-cial fife all its own, By the of the Presbyterian Church. The E.G. Large and was also used as The first taught singing While intersection. She. explains that 
1920's, possibly a tittle earlier, hall was built.about .1911,:later a taxi .in about 1919," recalls the latter complemented this these silent policemen were 
there was a small two-block became the Oddfell0ws Hall, Smith. "The first toad out, with piano.lessons. And priorto nothing., more than  cenientL_ 
business community on Kalum and a few. decades after was other than to the two lakes, was her days. playing piano during blocks roughly a foot and a half 
St., and the downtown residen- destroyed by fife.. Next came a built during the depression ,-- reel changes at the Progress square and one foot high. 
tial area on Lakelse Ave. wasn't hall built by the War Veterans' mostly by men on relief in  the.  Hall, Smith remembers cfimbing The "life of these "police- 
much larger. Most other area Association across the street late thirties. I t  was wonderful to "that h i l l "  every week for men", however, was apparently 
residents rived either in Kitsum- from the Progress Hall, but due be able'.to; drive outeastward, lessons. , very short. It seems that a local 
gallum to the west or were scat- to a lack :o f  participation even though the road was pretty Smith has other stories of our merchant, whom she didn't 
tered on pre-empted farm land reverted to the mortgage holder, grim except in summer time." roots, and some of these as well name, stopped off at the hotel 
from Lakelse to Kalum Lakes. O.T. Sundal, in 1928 and was • But people living in more as a look at her family tree and one night and got a little 
George Little's first home converted to office space. And ,  accessible communities to the  howourc i ty ,s  foundersarestill "t ight". Later, while driving 
(now the Osborne Guest Home finally there was a hall.built by east didn't understand this eu- very much a part of our commu- home and possibly trying tO 
on Hall St.) was always referred the Orangemen across the street phoria. "People in the east nities life will be covered in take the shortest route, a 
to as the 'green cottage', Smith from George Little's "green cot- could not visualize living any- future articles. But before dos, straight fine, the merchant ran 
remembers. " I t  was west of the tage", where without a road going out. ing, Smith has one more story,- into one of these cement mon- 
hardware storeat the corner of Smith remembers the Orange- Itused to cost the same to shipa stemming from the days of the sters and either damaged or 
Lakelse and Kalum," and, man's hall for its dances, a car to Hazelton, the end of firstcars. This story could possi- destroyed his car. And accord- 
"Dud Little's home was further place to Play badminton in- the road, as to buy a ticket' on bly describe the city's very first ing to Smith's story, it wasonly 
along." But Dud Little's home doors, and later, as temporary what we called the 'triangle committee decision, or maybe .a short time.laterthat the silent. 
was also moved in later years housing for. soldiers in the early .~our:.,' :The triangle tour con- the result of the very first traffic policemen disappeared, never to 
and two others, those of George 40's while barracks were being sisted of a train ride to Van- study carried out by the city be seen again. 
Dover and the the Kenney fatal- built. After the war. her hus- couver via Jasper, and a return fathers - -  all in good humor of 
ly have disappeared.., lost mem-band,  Jim Smith, bought the trip by boat to Prince. Rupert, Ravensgrowing:fat 
ories of our past. building, lowered it to street with the final 90-mile leg of the ' 
Social life centered around the- level, and turned it into office journey being made again by 
community's two churches, the space that stiU exists today, train. 
Presbyterian, on Lakelse Ave. The Progress Club, recalls " I  only remember two cars TEJRRACE - -  Alderman Dave there may be a need,f6r more 
just east of where Twin City Smith, was a true community going out by train," says Smith. Hull has asked city administra- dumpsters at the site orlocks on 
tion to look into the problem of theones already there.:Ald. Bob Meats is now located, and the project: the people of the town The first was owned by her 
overflowing dumvsters. Cooper said that shopping cen- 
Anglican, overlooking the fledg- paid $25 a share to build it, and uncle, E.T. Kenney, and the At the Feb. 27 meeting of 
ling community from Atwood it became "the social center of other was a duo of women who council Hull suggested that ~ ter merchants may not: be the 
source of the problem. Accord- St. near the present location of town". She describes a time brought back other childhood crows, ravenssand rats feed on ing to Cooper, Some-of those 
the B.C. Telephone building, from her early teens, when recollections. "One was a tittle refuse in and around the dump- merchants don't even use the 
Smith remembers how everyone George Minchin used the Pro- pickup .owned by Mrs. Danina 
was accommodated by the gress Club to put on Saturday Lanfear and Miss Ethelwyn sters and added that on one trip dumpsters and cityresidefits us- 
Presbyterian Church ' holding night movies. " I  played the pi- French," says Smith. This pair, down Lazelle, " I  saw the fattest iug the dumpsters as a conven- 
morning services and the ano during the changing of the she remembers, farmed with raven I've ever seen.'" ient neighborhood garbage 
Mayor Jack Talstra suggested dump may be the cause. 
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